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ERRATA I
Fig. 3-9 (Centre bottom) Junction of #75 (Det.) and 35 (Scope)
should be labelled .A.
(Right bottom) #35 labels H and V should be interchanged
4-17 Frequency in Mc
4-20 Anode Voltage is in KV
4-22 Anode Voltage is in KV
4-23 Anode Voltage is in KV
: 4-24 Anode Voltage is in KV
4-42 Right hand scale refers to top curve
• Left hand scale refers to bottom curve
4-56 Frequency in Mc
4-57 Anode Voltage is 21.9 KV
4-58 Anode Voltage is 21.9 KV
4-61 Anode Voltage is in KV
4-63 Anode Voltage is 22.2 KV
Frequency in Mc
4-64 Frequency in Mc
4-99 Operating Conditions: AM tuned, identical with Fig. 4-99A
fo" 6.3Ol
Page A-I Item 13 - All RCA Victor
Page A-h Item 68 - Varian Type 220-E
Items 69 - 74 - RCA Victor
Item 75 - Alfred Detector SI12
Items 79 - 85 - RCA Victor
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1. SUMMARY
This report describes the re_L_Itof comparative measurements performed on
four types of high power tubes in the 6 Gc frequency band. These tests were
performed at the Varian Associates plant, Palo Alto, California between
mid October, 196h and February, 1965.
The following tube types were made available by NASA for these tests._
VX 527 ) clover-leaf type travelling wave tubes, made by MOV Company, England
E 3079 )
VA 860 ) multicavity klystrons made by Varian Associates, Palo Alto,
VA 884 ) California
Power output, bandwidth, gain, group delay, derivative linearity (AM & FM),
NFR and AM to PM conversion were the most important characteristics measured
or calculated. Complete test setups are given, including calibration pro-
cedure. The use of identical test gear and techniques permits direct
comparison of results.
Neither the TWT nor the klystron has a clear-cut superiority when all import-
ant characteristics are considered. Both types show low AM to FM conversion
(i to 5 °/db) and acceptable derivative linearity (10-50%), depending on
tuning and output power. From a purely performance point of view (neglecting
frequency range, power output, number of supplies etc.), the TWT appears to
be better for SSB service. Klystrons have advantages for FM usage up to
20-25 Mc signal bandwidth. Both devices have excellent noise power ratios
in excess of 40 db.
Further analysis of the test data is recommended. This work should be able to
determine the best choice between TWT and klystron for specific types of
service.
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2. INTRODUCTION
In July, 1964 a contract was received from NASA to perform comparative tests
,n high power klystrons and travelling wave tubes. Available test gear was
used to measure group delay and derivative linearlty although some preparatory
work was required to do this over a wide frequency range. Various test
techniques have been used to measure phase vs amplitude. In order to relate
the above characteristics to previous data, a fairly comprehensive set of
conventional measurements was also obtained.
The tests were performed at Varian Associates in Palo Alto, California.
The designer of the TWT, Dr. M. O. Bryant and the manufacturer, M-O V_.ve Go's
engineering manager C. H. Dix were observers during the tests. Their assist-
ance and suggestions were of great value.
2.1 Puroose of Tests
The purpose of the tests was to obtain reliable, measured data on two
classes of high power tubes i.e. travelling wave tubes and klystrons,
for the use of system and equipment designers.
The main application of the high power cw tubes is in _he 6 Gc band,
in satellite ground station traDsmitter service. _e ground station
transmitter, and in particular its tube_ has to be made as transparent
to the signal as possible.
To achieve this the following main quantities should be controlled
very closely.
l) Bandwidth (its dependence on drive level operating voltages,
c_olart temperature)
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2.1(Cont'd)
2) Phase vs frequency and amolitude
3) Linearity vs frequency, amplitude
h) FM and AM noise
5) Gain vs frequency, drive level, temperature
2.2 Description of Tubes Under Test
The choice of tubes was severely limited by availability and cost
consideration. In order to make valid comparisons between klystrons
and travelling wave tubes a representative type of each design was
required. Fortunately NASA owned two Type VX 527 travelling waw
tubes. One of these became defective at the start of the tests. The
Dritish _ost Office, through the good offices of MOV, loaned us an
E 3079 travelling wave tube. We were able to obtain one VA 860 and
one VA 88h klystron units from Varian. It was not oossible t- obtain
a travelling wave tube of the coupled cavity type, although it was
realized that this would have given a more complete coverage of tube
types.
2.2.1 Multicavit_ Kl_strons
Before discussing the VA 860 and the VA 88h in detail, a
brief review of high power multicavity klystron amplifiers
will be presented.
2.2.1.1 Background
The multicavity klystron cathode, body, RF cavities,
collector, and magnet circuits can be designed for
optimum performance, essentially independently of
1967009710-020
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2.2.1.1 (Cont'd)
each other. This results in high gain, high power
with low noise performance as a final amplifier for
use with coherent source systems.
Historically, the first high power tube developed by
Varian Associates was the VA 849, a four cavity
klystron amplifier designed for 20 KW CW power output
at X-band. This tube has seen extensive service in
ground transmitters for use with the Syncom satellites.
It has also been used by the Lincoln laboratories for
space communication experiments.
The first VA 860 was patterned around the VA 849 and
designed for operation in the vicinity of 6 Gc. By
this time, however, it became obvio,._that system re
quirements were for ._reaterelectronic bandwidth than
was available in tubes such as the VA 849 and VA 860.
The VA 860 was then modified so as to double its band-
width capability. Both the VA 849 and VA 860 were
designed for operation at specific frequencies with
a limited tuning range. In order to provide the most
versatile klystron amplifier, the VA 884 was develop-
ed as a five-cavlty tube to provide high gain broad-
band performance and to have the capability of being
tuned anywhere in the 5.9 to 6.45 Gc band.
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2.2.1.2 Design Consideration
To produce high gain and l:ighefficiency, extreme
care must be taken in the design and control of the
electron beam. The beam power density in the drift-
tube region is approximately 1 megawatt per square
centimeter. The magnetic circuit is designed to
keep the current intercepted on the body in t1_e1%
to 2% range with full power output.
l
The r-f cavities are essentially "pill box" in shape
with doubly-re-entrant drift tubes. In order to ob-
tain high thermal and electrAcal conductivity, the
cavities are fabricated from OFHC copper. Even so,
approximately 3% of the output power is dissipated RE _
in the output cavity due to _!sh circulating currents.
By avoiding excessive beam int _rception on the drift
tubes, and by water cooling arcand the cavities, it
is possible to obtain thermally stable performance.
The bandwidth obtainable from a multi-cavity klystron
amplifier is a function of a number of parameters.
Two of the important parameters which relate to the
design of the VA 860 and VA 884 will be discussed.
To increase bandwidth, the loading q's of the cavities
must be reduced. This requires as low a beam imped-
anc_ as is consistent with other design considerations.
The beam current for klystron amplifiers is related
i
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2.2ol.2 (6ont'd)
to beam voltage by the constant called perveance
Io = k Vo 3/'2
Io = Beam Current
Vo = Beam Voltage
k = Perveance
The first VA 860 was designed for ooer_tion with a
beam perveance of 0.8 x 10 -6. This particular value
of perveance has resulted in excellent performance
of klystron amplifiers with regard to gain, efficiency
and the design of beam _p%_Ics. Because of the require-
ments for broader bandwidth, the next VA 860 tubes
were designed for a perveance of 1.5 x 10 -6. The
resulting improvement in bandwidth does not come
withoat paying a price. In general, the higher per-
veance will result in a lower efficiency and more
stringent requirements on the magnet focusing
structure.
The other parameter of extreme importance to band-
R--Cavity shunt resist-- width is the figure of merit (R/Q) for the cavities.
ance
The larger the R/Q, the greater will be the bandwidth.
Q= Loaded cavity Q
In general, a cavity can be designed for a higher
R/Q wnen a wide tuning range is not required. A
wide range tuner in addition to reducing the R/Q
will increase the cavity lossesDand cooling of the
m
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2.2.1.2 (Cont'd)
tuner structure is extremely important in order to
provide stable reliable performance. Therefore, a
tunable tube is inherently limited to lower power
output than could be obtained in a narrow tuning
range tube. The VA 88h tube reoresents a compromise
between these imoortant oar&neters and has resulted
in a high gait iroadb_rd tube capable of tuning over
the e_tire communication band 5.9 to 6.h5 C_.
2.2.1.3 VA 860 £reliminarZ Test Results
The firgt VA 860, Serial #1, was designed for opera-
tion as a hO KW CW amplifier with a perveance of
0.8 x lO-6. This tube was ooerated at a power out-
put of 60 K_ with an efficiency of hh.5%. Figure
1-1 is a plot of power output and efficiency as a
function of beam voltage. Figure 1-2 is a plot of
the bandwidth of the tube with a drive power of 3
war us.
The next VA 860 tubes were designed for a perveance
of 1.5 x 10"6 in orde: to increase bandwidth. Figures
1-3 and 1-h show tynical performance of Serial #3.
Serial #3 is the tube which underwent the detailed
tests described in this report.
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2.2.1,h VA 88h Design Objectives
The VA 88h was designed to incorporate several
improvements over the VA 860. In particular, the
objective was to design a tube which would be
I
tunable from 5.9 to 6.h5 Go, and also would have
higher gain and wider bandwidth. The bandwidth
requirement was quite severe, not so much because
of its being very wide, but because it also needed
to be very flat both at high output power (i0 KW)
and also at low level (i KW output). The specifi-
cation to be met was for 20 Mc to the -O.1 db points
at IO KW output and also for iO Mc to the -I db
points at 1 KW output (at reduced drive power). For
these same bandwidth conditions the tube gain needed
to be at least 50 db. Finally, all of these condi-
tions (including an efficiency of at least 30%)
needed to be met over the entire band between _.9
and 6.h5 Gc.
2.2.1.5 VA 884 Design Considerations
It was known from the beginning that the gain and
bandwidth requirements called for a klystron with
at least 5 cavities. To start with, a computer
progrm.1 produced the low level gain design for a stagger
tuned klystron amplifier. Choosing five cavities
and reasonable cavity parameters, the specifications
could be met if the be_ impedance could be lowered
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2.2.1.5(Co-t,d)
at least t_ :6500 ohms. To lower the beam impedance
requires a higher perveance electron beam; in this
case the perveance needed to be at least 1.2 x lO-6.
To obtain this value of oerveance a new electron gun
design was indicated. Fortunately, right at this
time, a comouter program became available to plot the
electron trajectories for a given gun geometry. A
cathode design was obtained by this method for an
electron gun to give a beam of micro perveance 1.25.
A large part of the design effort went into develop-
ing a resonant cavity which would be tunable over
the required tuning range. Besides having the tun-
abilitB the cavity had to be able to handle at least
lO kW of power and still be thermally and mechanically
stable. A cavity design was finally arrived at that
was mechanically rugged and also thermally stable
because it readily lent itself to liquid cr )ling.
The tuning rate was high enough so that the tuning
motion was not excessive so that the flexible vacuum
wall would have a long life. At the same time, the
tuning rate was mot so high as to cause difficulty
in tuning the tube. The mechanical linkage designed
to go with the tuner provides 14 revolutions of the
tuning screw to cover the entire frequency range.
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2.2.1.5.1 Collector
A collector was chosen for this tube which
had been used successfully on many other
similar Varian tubes. It was selected be-
cause of its high power dissipation capabil-
ity (it has been used to dissipate as much
as 75 EW of power) high coolant flow for
low pressure, freedom from localized boiling,
and for its low value of secondary electron
current.
2.2.1.5.2 Windows
A broadband window design was required. The
VA 860 window was not satisfactory since it
did not have the required bandwidth. A new
window was designed which has a VSWR below
1.15 from below 5.8 Gc to above 6.5 Gc. Also
important is the fact that there are no
spurious modes within the tuning range of the
tube.
2.2.l.5.3
The VA 1584B electromagnet was designed
specifically for this tube. Six amperes of
current through the magnet coils produces a
magnetic field strength of about 3000 gauss
along the electron beam. With this amount
1967009710-027
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of field in the magnet gap, the steel in
the r_gnetic circuit is still far below
saturation. The coil resistance is about
30 ohms so that about 180 volts are re-
quired to operate the magnet. A small
amount of water cooling is required to
remove the kilowatt of _agnet power.
2.2.1.6 Tube Operation
The tube bandwidth is just slightly greatel than the
20 Mc at 5.9 Gc, but at the middle and upper end of
the band the -2 db bandwidth is at least 25 Mc. To
meet the extreme flatness required of the bandpass
response the tube must be operated so that the r_f
arive is slightly below the value required for satura-
tion. This requirement lowers the efficiency somewhat,
but it is still greater than 33%. The bandpass response
remains flat for any lower drive level so that at 1 KW
output it is still flat over at least 20 Mc.
The tube gain is over 73 db when the tube is synchro-
nously tuned. Yet the tube is still stable with no
tendency to oscillate. For broadband operation the
tube is stagger tuned so that the gain is reduced by
approximately 20 db.
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2.2.1.7 Tyoical Operatin_ Characteristics
The following are the VA 884 beam characteristics when
there is no r-f drive:
Heater - 8.0V @ 7.5 amp
Magnet - ll:Ovolts @ 6 amp
The magnet setting is not critical; satisfactory opera-
tion will result for any value between 5.5 and 7.0 amperes°
Beam - 16 KV; 2.5 amp
This value of beam voltage will give at least 12 kW of
r-f output.
Body Current - 13 ma
R-f characteristics when all cavities are tuned to the
same frequency (synchronously tuned).
Frequency 6.O 6.2 6.4 Gc
Drive Power .35 .35 .35 mw
Power Output 12.O ll.8 12.5 kW
Bandwidth (1 db) 7 8 I0 mc
Body Current 23 23 23 ma
Efficiency 30.0 29.5 31.2 %
The synchronously tuned condition is of interest because
it results in the maximum gain condition. Of greater
interest, however, is the tuning condition for increased
i
efficiency. More power output can be obtained by tuning
the fourth cavity slightly high in frequency. The gain
is reduced, but there is a significant increase in
efficiency.
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2.2.1.7 (Cont'd)
The following conditions result when the fourth cavity
was tuned so that the gain was reduced by 10 db:
Frequency 6.0 6.2 6.4 Gc
Drive Power 3.5 3•5 3•5 mW
Power Output 14.8 15.O 15.O kW
Bandwidth (I db) 9,5 ii 13 mc
Efficiency 37.0 37.5 37.5 %
Body Current 21 21 21 ma
The most interesting tuning condition however, is obtain-
ed when the klystron is stagger tuned for broad bandwidth.
The tuning for this case is accomplished by tuning the
second cavity low in frequency until the gain is reduced
by 6 db; tuning the third cavity high reducing tho _ain
by another 6 db, and finally tuning the fourth cavity
high to reduce the g_in by 8 db. The total gain reduc-
tion •s approximately 20 db. To obtain the flat test
response, small adjustments may be needed on cavities
I and 5. The following results were obtained using the
above tuning procedure. The power output values are for
flat bandwidth response, and therefore the tube is slight-
ly underdriven.
Frequency 6.0 6.2 6.4 Gc
Drive Power 35 35 35 mW
Power Output 13.5 14.7 13.8 kW
Efficiency 33.8 36.8 34.5 %
Bandwidth (I db) 30 32 40 mc
Body Current 22 22 22 ma
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2.2.1.7 (Cont'd)
Another broadband tuning condition, only slightly
different in amplitude response from the optimum gain
J
flatness case described above, is the one for minimum
group delay. A]l detailed tests described in this
report have been performed for these two conditions.
2.2.2 Travelling Wave Tubes
The VX 527 is a travelling wave tube, using a :'clover-leaf"slow-
wave structure. (1)
2.2.2.1 Reasons for Choosing a Clover-Leaf Travelling Wave Tube
For a c.w. output power of several kilowatts at centimetre
wave-lengths, it is not possible to use a travelling wave
tube with the familiar helical wire circuit because of
thermal dissipatioa. If a travelling wave tube is to
be used, it must contain some more robust structure such
as a periodically-loaded waveguide.
There are several types of travelling wave tubes with
periodlcally-loaded waveguide circuits which might be
considered. The choice between ther_is a rather compli
cared one and has been elaborated elsewhere. The clover-
leaf structure is considered to be the best available
at present because of its very high power-handling
capacity, freedom from parasitic oscillations and high
gain per unit length. Its bandwidth is somewhat limited,
but more than adequate for the amount of traffic likely
. m
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2.2.2.1 (Cont'd)
to be handled by one transmitter_ and it can be
voltage-tuned nver a frequency range of about 5%.
A diagram of the clover leaf structure is shown in
Figure 2-1. It consists essentially of a circular
waveguide operating in the S_l-mode and periodically
loaded by thin irises through which the cavities are
[
inductively coupled by radial s_ ,is. The waveguide
wall is perturbed into the characteristic clover-leaf
shape, and alter_ate cavities are rotated by 45°
in order to produce a filter circuit suitable for
use in a forward-wave amplifier. The structure is
very simply made from two varieties of copper st&mp-
ing, which are stacked and brazed together inside a
copper shell which forms the vacuum envelope.
2.2.2.2 Operating Parameters ar_ Performance
At output powers of a few kilowatts, the clover-leaf
structure offers a bandwidth at fixed beam voltage
of 2-3%, with a tuning range of about 5% for a beam
voltage variation of less than 2:1. The best voltage
and current for a particular tube is governed by a
number of factors. One of the mo_t important of
these is that the maximum space-charge density in the
beam must not be too high. Excessive space charge
prevents the formation and maintenance of the very
m
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sharp electron bunches necessary for high gain and
efficiency. The present choice was dictated by the
performance of an existing electron gut,which had
been developed for another tube bat was used in order
to carry out the development in the very short timeJ
available.
_is gun gives a beam power of about 28 KW over a
voltage range of 20-32 KV, the inverse variation of
current with voltage thus required being obtained by
the use of two anodes. At the higher voltages _uch
greater bean powers can be reached, the maximum at
32 KV being about 40 KW. Figure 2-2 shows the saturat-
ed output power of a valve with this gun. The solid
curves ehow the characteristics for a beam power of
28 KW. An output of greater than 2 KW is obtained
from 6260 Mc/s to 6520 Mc/s for a maxJ_numr-f driving
power of 5 W. Above 6520 Mc/s the drive required in -
creases rapidly with frequency. The gain and efficiency
are reduced at the high-frequency end of the tuning
range, largely as a result of the high space-charge
density in the beam at low voltages. A smaller varia-
tion of power output with voltage would be obtained if
the operating range were somewhat higher, say 25-40 KV.
1967009710-033
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The broken curves in Figure 2-2 show the power available
if the beam power is increased to 33 KW, which is possi-
ble at the higher operating voltages. There is little
doubt that the power-handling capaci_,yof the _tructure
at this freque,lcyis several times the maxim_ obtained
with the present gun; similar valves designed for the
3 3M band have been operated without difficu3ty at near-
ly 7 KW CW. Thus, with a new electron gun the DC power
input to the tube could be very considerably increased,
with a corl_espondingincrease in power output.
2.2.2.3 The Electron Beam
_he diameter of the electron bea_,is about 3 mm and i
maximum current 1.h A, corresponding to a current density
of 20 A/cm2. This is well beyond the c_pability of exist-
R.
ing cathoues, and the beam is th _efore formed from a
cathode with about ten times the beam area. The beam is
converged electrostatic_1]_ and then introduced into an
axial magnetic field of 1,10OG, which pro e:_ts it from
: spreading until it has travelled through the r-f circuit.
In a valve of this power it is essential to minimize
heat input to the circuit from electron bombardm.ent,and
the design of the focusing system requires 3rest care.
In the present vale,e, less than 1% of the DC beam current
is intercepted on the slow-wave structure at maximum
r-f outp ,. Considerable _ssistance in reaching this
fl
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low figure is obtained by using an electromagnet
_vhosecoils are wound directly on the body of the
valve, thus ensuring very good ali_ment of the
magnetic field with the beam. The virtue of this
type of magnet has been demonstrated with previous
valves, but a new technique for making the coils has
now been adopted. They are wound from 1 in° x O°O1 in.
c.f.h.c, copper +ape, interleaved with 0,003 ino glass-
fibre tape and impregnated with a self-setting porcelain
cement. This method of construction gives very good
heat dissipation and also allows the coils to be baked
on the tube at up to 450°C during outgassing on the
pumps. Thus the magnet is available for focusing the
electron beam while the valve is on the pump, which is
a great advantage. It also permits valves to be re-
built and processed, thereby effecting worthwhile
economies. For a field of 1,1OOG the coils require a
current of 40 A and consume a power of ].,600W.
2 •2•2.4 Stability
In order to avoid excessive feedback in high-gain
travelling wave tubes, which is caused by internal re-
flections, some form cf isolation in the alow-wave
structure is needed. In hlgh-power tubes such isolat._on
is provided by intro_ducingone or more breaks, or
"severs", in the structure. At these "severs" any power
in the circuit is dissipated in resistive loads and
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the r-f signal is propagated soleLr as current and
velocity modulations on the electron beam, _hich act
in the forward direction only. In this tube, the gain
is such that only one sever is necessary. Because the
mean power is so high, the sever terminations are not
placed inside the valve, but the structure is matched
through waveguide transitions into loads outside the
vacuu_ envelope. These loads are required to dissipate
up to 20OW, the dissipation depending on the power out-
put and the proDortiou reflected.
2.2.2.5 Collector Depression
In a travelling wave tube, only a small oroportiou of
the DC beam energy can be converted into r-f signal,
and the remainder is wasted in heating the collector
cooling water. This situstion can be improved by hold-
ing the collector at a negative potential with respect
to the r-f circuit. By this zeans, electrons are
slowed down before hitting the collector, and hence the
power wasted and the amount of coolin_ water needed are
reduced. In practice, the extent to which the collector
potential can be depressed is limited by the number of
electrons accelerated back into the slow-wave structure
by the biasing field. This problem becomes more acute
as the mean power in the electron beam increases, but
even if only a modest amount of collector depression
p
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can be used, it pay effect an econo_y in DC power of
many kilowatts. With the present design the zaximum
depression which can be used is _.bout40% of the cathode
potential. Under these conditions the beam input power
at the maximum output of 5.5 _ (Figure 2-2) is reduced
by about 12 KW, giving an efficiency of DC/r-f con-
version of 27%.
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3. Description of Major Test Setups
3.! Conventional Tube Characteristics
Although the prime objective wa to obtain phase and linearity _ .....-,_- _ J.-Jrla'5lOT!
on klystrons m_d _',_-s,using identical _;estequipment and techniques,
this data would be of little use without a fairly complet2 set of con-
ventional tube characteristics. The test setups for Tneasuringbandwidth,
power output and gain are shown in 3-2 (klystron) and 3-h (TWT). The only
difference *-_een these two setups is the addition of driver TWT (103) to
provide a high level input for the power TWT which has approximately 20 db
less gain than the klystron. Great care was taken to provide a well matched,
flexible setup. In both setups most of the test gear was located in a
shielded room 35 feet away from the power tube and dummy load; the irput
and the output sample being fed through waveguides to the shielded room.
This waveguide run represented an approximate loss of 3o5 db. The m_Lin
problem of this setup was to minimize the second harmonic contents in the
drive. Low level power output readings first had considerable error (up
to 30-_O%_until the following measures were adopteao
l) Driver tube operated 3-h db below saturation
2) Harmonic absorbers or low pass filters added to Fig° 3-h set up between
driver TWT isolator (104) and attenuator (10_)_semi-color also in output
sample between coupler (121) and power meter (110).
3) Drive level was changed by adjusting attenuation into driver TWT and
not between driver and power tube.
A small, annoying ripple on the bandwidth curves was traced to the focus
supply filtering. This was improved to provide a maximum of O.5% ripple.
The high voltage power supplies were well filtered, but crudely regulated.
g
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(O.lh% ripple, + 2.5% regulation at 20 KV. )
3.1.1 Power Output
Power output was measured using a calibrated calorimeter. The
i
detected RF was also used to measure the db steps when point-by-
point measurements were made.
3.1.2 Bandwidth
During the swept frequency band_idth measurement the s_eeper was
stopped at the centre frequency and the power output measured on
the calorimeter. The frequency calibration was checked with an
absorption type wave meter.
3.1.3 Gain
Gain has been calculated from the measured input and output power.
3.1.4 Accuracy
Due to the above mentioned limitations (harmonics, calorimeter
inaccuracy and thermistor bridge, plus line voltage variations)
the following is the accuracy estimate:
Power Output: + 0.5 dbm
Bandwidth: + 5 Mc
Gain: + 1 db
3.2 Phase Dependent Characteristics
This is a field where little was measured and published by tube manufactur-
ers. Although extensively covered in literature (Ref. 1-13) very few of
the methods are easily aoplicable to both frequency and amplitude dependent
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,_
phase changes. This measurement program has measured grouo delay ( cl _ )
using two methods and AM to PM conversion ( ) with three methods.4
(_ = phase angle; Ain _ input amplitude).
The first group delay measuremeot technique used the double modulation
method. As it was deemed desirable to obtain grouo delay information
beyond the _ h Mc capability of the RCA Delay and Linearity Test Set,
a_ roximately 30 Mc coverage has been obtained by putting together four
separate measurements each 8 Mc wide, the carrier being shifted by 8 !_}c.
This method is time consuming but yields reliable and consistent results.
A built-in delay calibration assures approximately +l nsec accuracy.
The second metbod, develooed by Varian, uses a wide deviation reflex
klystron. Although it can cover a wider frequency range, it is less re-
fined and is generally use4 for rough tuning of klystrons. The agreement
between the two methods varies from good tc fair. All such comDarisoos
should be carefully made,as the measurements were not oerformed simultan-
eously i.e. high voltage supply variations for instance, can i_validate
results to some extent.
The AM to PM conversion is a difficult oarameter to mea3ure. Attempts to
display _- directly were given up, as the predicted measurement errordA
did not permit meaningful measurement below 2 deg/db. Appendix "D" gives
the principle of the methods which would measure AM to PM directly. During
the actual tests, outout phase vs swept input level was measured using the
homod_e and Wiltrou methods. The derivative of this cur,re( _ _ ) is
the AM to PM conversion. Although both methods are comolicated and time
consuming, at least simultaneous measurement using two methods has been
J
!
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achieved. (See Fig. 3-9) Time, funds and schedule limitations did not
permit exoerime_t using methods which hold promise (Sarkany (13), Murphy
(12)_ The Bell _thod, in a considerably refined form, has been used to
crosscheck the AM to PM results obtained with the other two methods. The
agreement, except in the vicinity of saturation, was good. Table 3._.1
gives a general review of ,ethods used in measuring AM to PM conversion
: and derivative linearity.
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3.2.1 The _T of Operation of Homod_ne and Wilton Me+,hods (2)
The incur signal to the tube un4er test is sinusoidall', mo4ulated
at a low frequency. This modulation is compensated to <ire no
accomDa_ng nhase shift. A balanced modulator after the tube
provides ICOO cps mo_lulation with at least 20 db carrier suppression.
The output of the balanced modulator is solit in a p_ase discrimina-
tor into two in-phase components wf_iuh are combined _rith two CW ref-
erence si_nals, one of _#icb is 90° out of phase. The ,_[0!itude of
the demodulated signal is proportional to the cosine of the chase
difference between the carrier and its sidebands. Since one arm
of the nhase discriminator _ms a 90° phase shift, we now have two
mixer nroducts, o_e proportional to the cosine ard the other pro-
portional to the si_p of the phase difference betwee_ the test ;
referenc _ signals. The ratio of the two si_,_7_alsis r,ronqrtic_a! %c
the tan_,ent of this phase difference a_d is independent :f CW or
modu!atini_ signal amplitude.
The effect of the initial low frequency, phase cemoe_sahed, modula-
tion is to sweep the amplitude of t}e signal driving the tube under
test. Since bhe phase meae,_rement is indeDerdenl, of amDlitude_ the
output of the measure_crt system will give the p_ase vs icDut power
curve of the tu_e at the operating frequency.
The Wiltron phase neasuri_- equiunent measures _be qhase angle be-
tween a reference 70 Me si_.mal, derived from down-converting the
60c reflex klystron to 70 Me, and another 70 Mc signal which is
a down-co,vetted sample of the AM modulated output of the tube
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under test.
The 6 Gc and 70 Mc are mixed and filtered,leavingonly the 6 Gcminus
70 Mc component. This frequencyis used to down-convertthe refer-
ence and test signal,so that the two 70 Mc signalscomnaredin the
phase meter are virtuallyindependentof the reflex klystronstability.
The 70 Mc crystaloscillatoris sufficientlystable to make phase
variationsdue to frequencyshift insignificant.
To form a basis of comparisonand cross-checkon the data obtained,
both the RCA and the Wiltronphase measurementswere simultaneously
displayed.
F
i
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3.2.1.1 Calibration
The block diagrs_ of the phase measurement system is
shown in Figure 3-9.
3.2.1.1.1 Reference Arm Input
3.2.1.1.1.1 An unmodulated r-f sample is
obtained from the test set.
(Point "F")
3.2.1.1.1.2 The r-f sample is introduced
to the reference arm input to
the phase discriminator via
variable attenuator (26).
3.2.1ol.2 Test Signal Input
3.2.1.1.2_1 The test signal is obtained
from the output directional
coupler (122).
3.2.1.1.2.2 The maxi_tml test s_al level
is set to -20 db with respect
to the reference arm level
(i.e. mechanical modulator disk
(38) set for minimum atter_ua-
tion).
3.2.1.1.2.3 Test signal is introduced to
the balanced modulator (76).
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3.2.1ol.3 Audio Drive Calibration (33)
3.2.1.1.3.1 Reference arm input to phase
discriminator set to zero (O)
level (shorting plate).
3.2.1.1.3.2 Test signal is introduced to
balanced modulator at its
maximum level (i.e. -20 db
w.r.t, reference arm level).
3.2.1.1.3.3 Output of audio drive connect-
ed to balanced moaulator (76).
3.2.1.1.3,L dio generator frequency set
to 1 Kc.
3.2.1.1_3.5 Output of phase discriminator
(76) is connected to vertical _
input of scope (35).
3.2.1.1.3.6 Output of audio generator
connected to horizontal sweep
of scope.
3.2.1.1.3.7 Audio generator output increas-
ed until a modulation character-
istic cf slightly greater than
100% is displayed on scope.
NOTE: An amplitude modulated
wave with perfectly suppressed
carrier (i.e. double sideband
suppressed carrier signal;
DSB/SC) has a detected output
I
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3.2.1.1.3.7 (Cont'd)
versus modulating frequency
characteristic as shown in
Figure 3-II_. The display
for correct audio drive set-
p
ting is shown in Figurq 3-11B.
A greatly overmodulated wave
is sho-_nin Figure 3-_IC.
r
3.2.1.1.3.8 Reference arm is brought to
.. its operating level.
3.2.1.1.h Final Calibration
3.2.1.1.h.1 Phase shifter in reference
arm (37) is adjusted for
annroximately equal innuts
to the Ratio Meter using the
Standing Wave Indicator.
3.2.1.1.h.2 If the Ratio _ter outout
must give a positive dc volt- m
agf ontput on the scope, since
the panel meter must read up l
scale, and if the output ,zolt-
age is negative, then the phase
shifter (37) must be adjusted
by 180° to give a positive dc
voltage output,
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3.2.1.1.4.3 Us_ the expanded scale of
the SWI to obtain equal inputs
to the Ratio Meter.
NOTE: Care must be taken that
f
th_ SWI does not load down
either of the input channels
to the Ratio Meter. This is
done by equalizing the inputs
with the SWI only. Ratio Meter
not connected in circuit.
3.2.1.1.4.4 After equalizatlo_ reconnect
the inputs to the Ratio Meter
l
and turn ratio meter on.
3.2.1.1.4.5 Set the oanel meter on the
Ratio Meter to 100% reflec-
tion using the "Set to Full
Scale" knob. PHASE MEASURE-
ME_ SYSTEM IS CALIBRATED.
3.2.1.1.4.6 Adjust the phase shifter in
the reference arm for zero
_hase indication (0 V dc) on
the scope. EQUIPMENT IS
READY TO OPERATE.
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3.2.1.2 Measurements
Ahead of the test device, an unmodulated r-f sanole of
aur_roximately+3 dbm is applied to the reference arm
of the pha_e discriminator. After the test device, a
test signal 20 db down from the reference arm s_mole
is applied to the balanced modulator of the r_hase
mea_ur_nK equipment.
if the electrical length of the reference pa_ (includ-
ing test device) is made approximately equal, so that
any frequency instability of the r-f source will not
produce a phase error, the phase versus frequency slope
1 of the two arms must also be identical°
3.2.1.3 Readout
3.2.1.3.1 Phase readout is accomplished by means of
DC voltage calibration (a scope face over-
lay is calibrated in degrees at the test
freq1_ncies).
3.2.1.3.2 Phase may be read in ranges of:
a) _ &_o range switch ratio _ter: -i0 db
b) + _.7°range switch ratio meter: -20 db
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3.2.1.4 Error Analysis of the I{omod_e Method (ii)
The accuracy of the method is dependent on the degree
of carrier suppression in the balanced modulator, freq-
uency stability, sym_uetryof the test and reference
arms, hum and accuracy of the ratio meter.
The suppressed carrier is at least 20 db below the out-
put of the balanced modulator, which in turn is at least
20 db below the CW reference signal. The _aximum error
is due to the random phase signal of the suppressed
carrier i.e. a -40 db signal 90° out of phase¢ This
corresponds to about .O1 radians or 0.6°.
An important source of error is due to frequency jitter
and path length, since
@ - _ f it ir
----- _ - _ 360°
f k
where _ @ = the phase error
_f
= the frequency 8bability of the source
f
it - ir
= the difference in pat_ length of the
k test ard reference arms in terms of
wavelength
By improving the frequency stability and equalizing
path lengths (or shifting hhe phase) this component
of error can be eliminated.
] "
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3.2.1.h (Cont'd)
In practice it was found that by suitably regulating
the supply voltage to the reflex klystron, including
a DC filament supply, and balancing the waveguide
lines, the error due to frequency instability is in-
significant. Am a basis of comparison the Wiltron
phase measurement method gave results which were con-
sistent.
As regards th_ actual apparatus, care must be taken that
the detection is linear and that the detectors are
equally sensitive. For a 0.2 db difference in sensitiv-
ity, a maximum error of .65° results, with intermediate
values depending on the actua] phase difference.
A minor source of error will be due to reflections.
Between any two discontinuities, a small portion of the
reflected signal will reflect off the rear discontinuity
and be transmitted in the forward direction with some
phase shift. Since we are dealing with a single frequency,
the system can be precalibrated to take care of this
effect and any other constant-phase shift. The remaining
source of reflected wave type of phase shift is then d_le
to mismatching of the test device itself. By isolating
the tube, thus eliminating reflected propagation, the
effect can be held to negligible proportions.
1967009710-050
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3.2.1.4 (Cont'd)
A number of practical difficulties limited the scope
of the tests. The 415B Hewlett-Packard ratio meter has a
response limited to a maximum of about 5 cps. Tests using
the homodyne method were thus limited to amplitude varia-
tions of less than 5 cps. If the thermal time constant of
the test tube is also of this order of magnitude the
- results are distorted due to changing operating tempera-
tures at the lc,_ersweep frequencies. The Wiltron
apparatus will respond to amplitude variations of up to
20 cps. Comparison oi the two nethods indicate that the
above effects were of negligible magnitude. This was
indicated by the similarity of readings on the Wiltron
apparatus both at the lower sweep frequency at _'hichthe
homodyne method was useful, and at the higher (20 cps)
sweep frequency where possible thermal and power supply
resonance effects were eliminated.
Hum pi_._-upin ground loops was responsible for a certain
amount of uncertainty in results. The Wiltron phase _ter
was affected to the extent where a + 2.5° uncertainty
existed. The RCA equipment demonstrated a maximum of
+ 0.5° ripple due to hum. This ripple can be distinguish-
ed on the oscilloscope presentation and largely eliminated.
The net accuracy of results obtained with the RDA homodyne
equipment is estimated to be better than + 1°.
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3.2.2 Amplitude to Phase Modulation Conversion Factor Test Using the
Bell Laboratory Method
See Figure 3-6 for.block diagram.
3.2.2.1 Principle and Accurac_ of Measurements
Any amplitude modulation present on the input to a
travelling wave tube will generally result in toth
amplitude and ohase modulation of the outout signal.
if one sends two different signals through a travelling
wave tube, the interaction of the two signals will pro-
duce amplitude modulation (AM) at a frequency equal to
the differerce frequency of the two signals. This may
be used to measure the AM to PM co_version in the tube.
Two signals at frequencies fl and fl + _ f are simul-
taneously sent through the amplifier. The amplitude
of fl is 30 db greater than that cf fl + _ f" In the
output we measure the relative amplitude of S1 and $2,
where S1 is the amplit_ideof fl + Af and S2 is the
amplitude of fl - _ f" With S1 and S2 one car obtain
the AM to PM conversion in degrees/db from the follow-
ing equations.
np = 2 - I. SI
I 2
and
@o _ for fl 30 db > fl + _ f"
0.152
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3.2.2.1 (Cont'd)
Error in measurement of AM/PM Gonversion b[ I!ellMethod (6)
AM/PM conversion
K(°/db) = Kp
o.152
Fc II..ero_-_S -_ _-_
where _ and S2 are the a_plitudes of the upper and lower
sidebands at the output of the linear device, ncrmalized
to the amplitude of the upper sideband at the input.
2 + S2
The gain compression, C - I - SI 2'
where O is defined as 1 - Z_V out/V in
Z_V in/V in
Relative error in Kp, for error in measuring S1 -
I _ K sI_. _s.,,,_--
_/ _- _s--FKp
2h -i12I+_ -s2 2s
I" 2 _p 2 - +S 1
m _n,.M
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3.2.2.1 (Cont'd)
Since S2 is of the order unity, this aoproxiraates to:
Thus an error in _ is _ _uified inversely as the square
of the AM/_4 conversion :md the effect is more serious
the more the AM/PM conversion is accompanied by amolitude
compression.
e.g. AM/PM Amol]tude (_SI/SI(%) _Kp (%)
(°/db) Comp.(_) Kp
2 10 5% 11% (+ .22°_b)
1 lO 5_ 43_(+_.43°/db)
O.5 i0 5% 172% (_+•86°/_b)
In terms of the lower sideband the accuracy need not be
so high:
xs2
----- s2 1 - s --__(2-c)
Kp Kp
,,.j
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3.2.2.1 (Cont'd)
Since C is assumed small compared with 2, this approxi-
mates to
Kp 4
S2 Kp
S2
Since S2 decreases with _, the increase in accuracy
required in measuring S2 when AM/PM conversion is small, I
is very much less than for S1 and is barely dependent
on the value of compression.
e.g. AM/
$2 Kp
2 10 .159 5 5.4 (+ .ll°/db)
I I0 .O91 5 7.2 (+_.O7°/_b)
0.5 iO .062 5 13.3 (+ O.7°/db)
3.2.2.2 General Description
.I
Two _I-6OO-6 transmitters (13A & B) are used as signal
generators. An _@i-6OO-6receiver is used as an AM
receiver (13E & D). The 70 Mc/s IF amplifier (13F) has
two 64 _[c/sbaudstcp fi]ters (83) at the _nput and o_tput,
to eliminate the carrier frequency. The two sidebands
i
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3.2.2.2. (Cont'd)
at 66 and 62 Mc/s are r_ixeddown to 3 Mc/s (13F) and
measured on a VTVM (12). The AM-PM conversion factor
is calculated with the help of Figure 3-10.
3.2.2.2.1 Calibration of the Test Setup
Purpose: Minimize the AM to PM in the
equipment.
3.2.2.2.1.1 The putouts of the transmitters
t (1) and (2) are adjusted to
give a level difference of 30
db at the 2ud driver TWT (103)
cutout, sampled at crossguide
coupler (h7).
3.2.2.2.1.2 The two transmitter frequencies
are adjusted to produce one 6h
Mc/s and one 66 _z/s signal at
the receiver mixer preamplifier
output (13E).
3.2.2.2,1.3 The signal generator (18) ie
adjusted to 69 _/s to produce
a 3 Mc/s outpat mixed with the
66 Mc/s signal. This _mplitude _
is measured by the I_f_M (12).
i|
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3.2.2.2.1.4 The signal generator (18) is
then tuned to 65 Mc/s and the
output at the _TVM (12) is
measured. This amplitude
should be at least 20 db below
the amplitude measured in the
previous paragraph (4). If
this is not the case, the in-
put to the receiver should be
reduced until a 20 db differ-
ence is measured.
3.2.2.2.2 AM to FM of the Tube Under Test
3.2.2.2.2.1 After the test equipment is
calibrated, the tube under test
is connected to the system.
he input to the receiver (13E)
is set to the previously deter-
mined level.
3.2.2.2.2.2 Then by t,tn_.ngof the signal
generator (18) first to 69 Mc/sand then to 65 Mc/s, t-e two
sideband m_.plitudes- produced
by the tube AM to FM conversion -
are measured with the VTVM (12).
The AM to iJMconversion factor =-
of the tube is then, _iculated
-- m
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3.2,2.2.2.2 (Cont'd)
from Figure 3-10 and recorded,
3.2.3 FM Group DelaZ and Linearity Test
3.2.3.1 Principle of Measurements (Figure 3-7)
The transmitter unit (7) of the test set supplles a
distorticnless signal to the equipment under evaluation.
The receiver unit (6) analyzes the rec_ red test signal
so that the delay and lineaz'itycharacteristics can be
T
displayed on an oscilloscope° A signal is swept over
the 62- to 78-mc IF b_nd at the rate of 500 cycles; at
the came time a "tone" of 200 kc is suDerimposed on the
signal as low-deviation frequency modulation. After
passage through the device under test, the IF _ignal is
demodulated and the ?CO-kilocycle tone Js analyzed by
the receiver unit of the test set. The phase modulation
of t.e detected 2OO-ki.locycletone is proportional tc _-,
the _oup delay of the network under test; the amount
of amplitude modulation indicates the linearity of the
demodulators and modulators in the network.
3.2.3.2 C91ibration of Test Setup
- 3.2.3.2.1 The baseband, IF and RF levels set according
to speclfications.
3.2.3.2,2 Transmit&er (13A & B) and receiver (13D & E)
tuned to the required frequency.
|m
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3.2.3.2.3 Group delay and linear_tymeasured,and
equalized. Transmittersidebandpower
and spuriousoutputmeasured on Spectrum
Analyzer (14)and if necessary,transmitter
and receiverreadjustedto remove spurious.
Group delay linearitymeasured on scope (35).
3.2.3.3 Group Dela7 and Linearit7 Tests
After the calibration,the test setup is arrangedas
J
shown on Figure 3.2.3. The variableattenuator (49)
is adjustedto obtain -27 dbm at the receiver (13E)
input. The group delay and linearityfrom the D & L
Test Set Receiver (6) output is displayedon the
oscilloscope(35). The results are recorded,including
the 2% calibrationstep for the linearitymeasurement,
and the IO nanosecondgroup delay calibrationstep.
The delay and linearitycurves sho_Tthe total delay
and linearityof the test equipmentplus the tube
under test. The tube delay and linearityis obtained
by taking the differencebetweenthis total delay and
linearity,and those of the test equipment.
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3.2.4 Varian Group Delay Measuring System (Figure 3-3) (8)
This unit measures group delay by employing Nyquist's method
using a Wandel and G_lterman distortion analyzer V2M-83. The
phase of a modulated signal at the output of the device under
test is compared with the phase of the original signal. The
difference in phase is prooortional to the signal delay _n the
device. The unit consists of a generator and a receiver. The
generator applies to the driver klystron two sinusoidal voltages,
an 81 cps high amolitude (sweep) voltage and a 304 Kc/s low
anolitude (test) voltage. The dual-frequency modulated carrier
is heterodyned to a 70 Mc/s intermediate frequency after passage
through the device under test. The 304 Kc/s test signal is re-
trieved in passing through a discriminator and then compared with
the original 304 Kc/s signal in a phase sensitive detector. A
voltage proportional to the phase variation is applied to the
vertical deflection plates of a CRO, while the 81 cps modulation
.4_used for horizontal sweep.
By taking the ratio of the phase change suffered by the modulation
frequency to the value of the angular modulation frequency, the
slope of the phase/angular frequency characteristic between Wc +
Wm and Wc . Wm is obtained. This is equal to the value of the
group delay at the carrier frequency.
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3.3 Amplitude Dependent Characteristics
The following amplitude dependent quantities bare been measured: phase
shift between inout and outout, slope of power output vs power input
curve and intermodulation distortion.
3.3.1 Derivative Linearit_ vs Amplitude _15, 16, 17)
The setup on Fig. 3-9 contains all the equipment necessary to
measure simultaneously phase and derivative linearity (slope of
Pout vs Pin) of a power tube. The principle of the phase measuring
equipment ms described in para. 3.2.1; only the derivative liuearity
portion of 3-9 is covered in this paragraph. A 6 Gc carrier is
generated in the reflex k]_stron (68). This 6 Gc is fed to the
dual modulator (38) wher_ Jn one branch it is 90% amplitude modu-
lated at 5 cps rate; in the other branch the same carrier is also
lightly amplitude modulated at a 200 Kc rate. The two signals are
the_ linearly combined to produce a signal which contains a carrier
approximately 50% (10 db) amplitude modulated by 5 cps, and also
1% modulated by 200 Kc. It is important that the two modulation
processes be u_affected by each other. As long as this criterion
is satisfied, the linearity of the modulation is of little signifi-
cance. This dual modulation is then applied to the drivers which
have their sample outputs (2h, h7), so that they can be adjusted
to contribute negligible amounts of non-linearity. The input
signal is linearly detected (75) to provide sweeps for the scope
presentation (35), (extreme R.H.S. of Figure 3-9 - see also extra
sheet for errors on Fig. 3-9).
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3.3.1(Cont'd)
To minimize effect of reflex klystron frequency drift, the
first receiver (43) local oscillator frequency is derived from
the same source as the driv_ thus effectively by cancelling out
drift by shifting the local oscillator frequency by the same
amount. This local oscillator frequency is obtained by mixing
a crystal based 70 Mc output (69) with the reflex klystron in a
varactor mixer (70). After filtering out one sideband, the 6 Gc
- 70 Ms signal is a"ailable at "B" and "C".
The output sample (122) is applied - at constant and optzmum level -
to the first receiver (43). This microwave receiver may, at first,
look superfluous, as a 6 Gc envelope detector seems to suffice.
The receiver was used to obtain more dynamic range and better
linearity. The receiver output is at 70 Mc. This 7OMc signal
is amplified (79) and detected (80) linearly at a conveniently
high level. The optimum receiver input level is approximately
-30 dbm. T_us there is no need for large signals, as required in
the detection method. The detected and filtered signal (the 200 Kc
part) is applied to the Delay and Linearity Test Set (60) receiver°
This receiver analyzes the amplitude changes that occur in the 200
Ec "tone" after it has passed through the device under test. The
delay and linearlty receiver translates the 5 cps modulation
impressed on the 200 Ec into voltages that can be caliorated in
terms of non-linearity display as function of swept amFlitude.
Im
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3o3.1 (Cont'd)
Yne linearity channel amplifies the incoming 200 Kc signal,
provides a means for the calibration of an oscilloscope in
terms of linearity variations, and delivers to a front panel
jack a signal that corresponds to linearity variations across
the swept band of amplitude (approx. 10 db with the present
mechanical modulator).
The first stage of the linearity channel use_ a oentode which
receives the _00 Kc input. In addition to its 200 Kc resonant
plate load it has an ac-coupled lead. The variable tube
resistor, __lthou_hnormally shorted to ground by a panel-mounted
switch, is p_eset to a value that will change the level of the
200 Kc signal by two percent if the short circuit is removed.
The short circuit is removed by deprescing the spring-loaded
LINEARITY CALIBRATE 2% switch, which also actuates a chopper,
alternately making and breaking the short circuit. Thus an
amplitude change of two per cent is inserted and removed, allow-
ing the calibration of au oscilloscope in terms of linearity
change.
3.3.1.1 Calibration
1. Check dual modulator phasing. Stop 5 cps modulator
and adjust phase shifter for p wet addition.
2. Adjust 200 Kc wavefcrm using double stub detector.
(These details are not shown on Fig. 3-_.)
i.
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3.3.1.1 (Cont'd)
3. Check dual modulator overall linearity by connect-
ing sample ahead of first driver (47) to test signal
input (26). Derivative linearity should not exceed
+ 3%. Use 2% calibrate switch.
4. Check the linearity of the drivers by sampling the
first and then the second driver output. Total
should not exceed 8-10%. Adjust helix voltages if
required. Keep first receiver (43) input at -30 dbm
by measuring it on power meter (53).
3.3.1.2 Measurement
1. Adjust _ive level as required using attenuator (105)
following second driver.
2. Measure input derivative linearity at point ,,A,.
3. Measure power tube derivative linearity, adjusting
attenuator (26) for -30 db inout level at first
receiver.
3.3.2 Intermodulation Distortion
Figure 3-1 shows the test setup. The object of the test is to
obtain a measure of the power tube non-linearity by measuring the
intermodulation product level in its output. Two RF frequencies
fl and f2 of identical amplitude and separated by one Mc are
applied. The output wall contain many intermodulation products;
the in-band ones, like 2fl-f2, 2f2-fl, 3fi,-2f2, 3f2, -2_ are of
the greatest significance (16). New studies relate I/M di_tor-
4ion to AM/PM conversion (17). Twc frequency sources on Fig. 3-1
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_ " (Coot'd)
are reflex klystrons (128). They are linearly combined in a
3 4b coupler (131). The frequency separation is checked using
a frequency meter (106). Crystal switch (102) normally represents
a 2 db loss. When arcing occurs in the tube output, the arc
detector (118) biases the crystal switch off. In this condition
the drive i8 reduced by 20 db which is sufficient to quench the
arc. The setup monitors input and output with thermistor bridges
(109 and IIO). A spectrum analyzer displays the spectrum over a
selected frequency range (IOO-IO Mc). The signal display range is
40 db.
3•3•2•1 Calibration
The peak dr_ve level is established using a single tone.
Both tones are then applied to result in the same peak
envelope power. Operating conditions are adjusted to
result in negligible inte_modulation distortion at the
input sampling point (132).
3.3.2.2 Measurement
The output sample is aispiayed on the spectrum analyzer
(14). Significent intermodulation products are recorded
and added on power basis. Drive is _aried in 2 db steps.
3.4 boise
Cnly limited noise measurements were planned for this program. Test-tone
to noise was measured using standard 600 channel microwave equipment and a
selective voltmeter. Noise te_nperatureof one tube was calculated using
measured white noise data. Some prior AM noise measurement data on the
VA 884 is included.
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3.4 Noise Charact,ristics (Cont'd)
3.4.1 Noise £o_cr Ratio Test
See Figure 3.8.
3.1'.l.1 Frinciples of Tests
The RCA Victor Intermodulation Test Set, comprising
transmitter Type C1-86 and receiver Type G1-87 is
used for r.asuring thermal noise and intermodulation
noise. As a multi-channel frequency division multi- w
plex telephony signal closely resembles a random noise
signal containing the same frequency components that
are present in the multiplex signal, it is practical
to simulate actual traffic conditions by replacing
the multiplex signal by a wide-band white noise
signal extending over the normally occupied system
bandwidth. If this wide-band noise signal is passed
through a very narrow band-stop filter, the resultant
signal simulates traffic on a loaded system with one
quiet channel.
Wnen this resultant signal is applied to the input of
a system at a level simulating traffic loading, measure-
ments of the thermal noise and intermodulation noise
can be made in the narrow stop-band at the output of
the system. This measurement can be performed by
connecting the intermodulation Test Set-transmitter
(4) to the input of the system and the companion
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3,)A.I.I (Cont'd)
receiver (5) to the output. The idle channel position
in the baseband is selected by the switching-in of the
appropriate band-stop filter.
From this type of measurement a fundamental figure of
merit for any particular system c_n be obtained, which
is called the noise power ratio. This is defined as
the ratio of noise power present in a lo_ded channel
to the noise power (due to inten_+odt_ation)present
in an idle channel. The noise power in this idle
channel will consist of thermal noise plus intermodula-
tion noise and thermal noise can be determined by
measuring the output of the system with no sisal input.
The combined noise in the idle channel _s measured by
noise loading the system. The intermodulation component
in this c_abined noise can be determined ard, if requir--
ed, readily converted into a single channel test-tone
to noise ratio for a particular _ystem.
3.4.]..1.1 Test Set Ranges
The following tabulation gives the bandwidth
of the white noise spectrt_ and the center
frequency of the slot _est frequencies.
Slots
Capacity Spectrum Lower Center Upper
Channels Kc Kc Kc Kc
600 60 - 2660 70 1248 2438
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3.4.1.1.2 Test Set Noise Power Ratio
Better than 75 db, with transmitter/receiver
measured back-to-back.
3.4.1.i.3 Transmitter Output Uniformit_
Better than I db (within bandwidth of white
noise spectrum and RMS noise vol_age levels
measured with narrow bandwidth of about 2
Kc). Down 25 db (10% above and 20% below
band). Level variation less than 0.5 db with
one bandstop filter in and out of circuit.
3.4.1.1.5 Receiver B_andpassCharacteristics
Compatible with transmitter bandstop having
3 _h attenuation over + (O.O2£ + 4) Kc.
3.4.1.1.6 Transmitter Level Meter
Indicates RMS noise voltage level at input
to transmitter attenuator. When attenuator
is in zero position and meter is set to mid-
scale by means of a "calibrate" control, the
transmitter level i_ -i0 dbm. The attenuator
is then adjusted to provide the desired output
level.
3.4.1.1.7 Receiver Attenuator
Range O - 99.8 db in 0.2 db steps; accuracy
within 0.2 db over range O -70 db and within
0.5 db over range 70 - 99.8 db.
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3.[_.i.!.8 Receiver Level Meter
Indicates relative RMS noise voltage level
at output of receiver. Noise power ratio
is found by reading difference in attenuator
setting for same deflection or'meter with
filters out and then in circuit.
3.4.1.2 Calibration of Test Setup
3.4.1.2.1 Baseband, L_, RF levels set according to
specification; deviation set to 200 KC RMS
test tone (600 channels).
3.4.1.2.2 Transmitter (4) and receiver (5) tuned to
the required frequency.
3.4.1.2.3 Group delay and linearity measured, and
group delay equalized. (See 3.2.3).
3.4.1.2.4 Noise power ratio at the specified slots
measured, and if Necessary, transmitter (4)
and receiver (5) adjusted for optimum noise
power ratio.
3.4.1.3 Noise Power Ratio of Kl_vstronand TWT
The input to the receiver (13E) is adjusted Co -27 dbm.
The NPR in the three specified slots are measured. The
results show the total NPR of the test equipment nlus
tube under test. The difference between these readings
and the ones obtained for the original input is the NPR
of the tube.
I
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3.4.2 Test Tone to Noise Ratio Measurement
3.4.2.1 General Description
The test tone to noise of the tube under test is measured
using an MM-6OO-6 transmitter, receiver and a selective
voltmeter.
3.4.2.1.1 Calibration of theTest Equipment r
i
3.4.2.1.1.1 The oscillator (1) frequency
is set to i16.5 Kc/s, and its
output is adjusted until the
6 Gc/s carrier disappears from
the spectrum at the transmitter
(13B) outp-_. This establishes
the 200 Kc/s RMS test tone _ii.: _
le,,elinto the modulator.
3.4.2.1.1.2 The baseband outout is measured
over the whole 60 Kc/s to 5.6
Mc/s range by the selective
voltmeter (17).
3.4.2.1.1.3 Tilesignal generator (1) is
removed and the test equipment
noise is measured by the select-
ive _ltmeter (17) at the same
baseband frequencies.
m
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3.3.2.1.1.4 The test equipment noise is
calculated and recorded.
3.4.2.1.2 Test Tone to Noise of the Tube Under Test
The noise is measured using the selective
voltmeter (17). This noise is the total
noise of the test equipment plus the tube
under test. The difference between these
readings and those of the previous para-
grapb is the noise of the tube under test.
The noise figure of the tube is calculated
using formula:
S = f2 Pinir-
fm 2
where :
_= test tone deviation peak
Pin = tube power input
KT = 4 x 10-21
B = 3.1 Kc/s chanDel bandwidth
F = noise figure
fmax = maximum modulating frequency
| L n
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3.5 Miscellaneous
3.5.1 Effect of Coolant Temperature Variation on Performance
This test was rather limited in its scope due to lack of con-
venient facilities to vary the coolant inlet temperature. As
a most significant effect was expected with body temperature
change, only this inlet temperature was raised using a heater.
3.5.2 Effect of Mismatched Termination
This test is somewhat superfluous beyond a VSWR of 1.5:1, as in a
normal power _molifier, using an output circulator this is the
worst condition. Inductive irises were used to produce steps I.I,
1.2 etc.
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4, Detailed Description of Test Results
4.1 Test_ on Type VX 527 Ser. No. W10
Tube Tuning
The tube in general has been tuned as follows. The drive was set to saturate
the output with the beam voltage roughly set to result in maximum output.
Drive was then reduced to resul_ in 5 db drop in output power. At this drive
level the beam voltage was readjusted to result in maximum power output.
After this the beam voltage was no longer adjustec_and only the drive varied.
All figures are unretouched ; Fig. 4-10 and 4-11 are calculated fro_ previous
measurements.
Cov_ents to Fig. 4-1 to 4-11
Difficulties were experienced, while taking these curves, by the presence of
second harmonics. During tests resulting in Fig. 4-1 to 4-8 successive
attempts reduced this problem. Discrepancies were obsecved at low drive
levels only (-10 to -2C db below maximum).
A few general comments are given.
l) Gain varies continually between small signal and saturate_ conditions
(45.2 db vs 37.5 db) at 6306 Mc, but stays fairly constant below -lO db
at 6425 and 6540 Me (Fig. 2-5).
2) Gain vs frequency, by nature of the design of the tube, drops from
38 db at 6.3 Gc to 26 db at 6.5 Gc (Fig. 4-10).
3) £ower output also drops from approximately 5 KW to 3 KW.
The above seems to indicate that the most desirable operating frequency is
around 6.3 Gc, providing highest power output m_d gain. Unfortunately at
this frequency the cathode voltage is also maximum, providing minimum
safety factor for arcing and lower beam current operation.
iu
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4.1 (Cont'd)
A typical case is shorn below.
Anode Permitted Anode Beam Power
Frequency Cathode (KV) (KV) Variation (KV) Variation (KW)
6300 -32 -14 -3 21 - 28
6425 -25 - 3 -14 6.5 - 28
,m m
Fig. 4-12, 4-I14
The effect of collector depression on bandwidth is negligible. The
bandwidth is asymmetrical with respect to centre frequency.
Fi_. 4-13
Good gain constancy in saturation can be seen when the beam voltage is
varied.
Fig. 4-15
An excellent passband flatness is achieved over 6400 + 5 Mc.
Fig. 4-17
Bandwidth is 6500 _ 5 Mc. Collector depression has negligible effect on
bandwidth, although there is a reduction in power output (i vs 2). It
should be noted that voltage required for collector depression was obtain-
ed by connecting a dropping resistor across the beam supply. This resistor
was liquid (water with chemicals added) to obtain the required resistance.
This method permits only approximate setting cf collector depression unless
one starts the experiment all over again.
Fig. 4-14, 4-16
Collector depression has negigible effect on bandwidth. There is a band-
width broadening at lower beam powers, Curve 3 Fig. 4-16.
m
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4.1 (Cont'd)
Fig. 4-18_ 4-19, 4-20, 4-21
These figures are important because they provide for the designer a
measure of required beam voltage stability relative to change in output
and bandwidth.
Fig. 4-22, 4-23, 4-24
These figures show the effect of variable anode voltage. Varying this
parameter affects the power output, but has negligible effect on the pass-
band.
4-25 4-26
A somewhat exaggerated effect of focusing current on power output is shown.
Optimum Dower output is actually less important than minimum interception
(body current). It should also be noted that _t takes several hours for
the solenoid resistance to stabilize. During this period, readjustment of
magnet voltage is required.
Fig. 4-27, 4-28
The effect of variable body coolant temperature power output and bandwidth
is shown. The effect is very small. A greater effect can be expected on
group delay results discussed below.
Fig. 4-29_ 4-32
A direct comparison of group delay distortion between the TWT operating
with O and 30% collector depression is given. The figures show an 11.8
vs 16.O nanosec peak-to-peak variation. The figures also show noise
power ratio (NPR) measured in three slots (fl = 70 Kc, f2 " 1248 Kc,
f3 " 2438 Kc) in all four frequency segments i.e. 6384-6392, 6392-6400,
n
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6400-6408 and 6408-6416 _'. In some cases th_ output NPR is either the
c_,ieas the input NPR, or is apparently better.
Output NPR about the sane as input: Using Fig. 5-10, a flat 10 db better
net NPR is assumed. In other words, the device noise contribution is
negligible. This is a simplification, of course, but only a much lower
input NPR equipment would yield accurate results.
: O_utputNPR better than .inputNPR: (See Fig. 4-29, fl IN and OUT between
6408-6416 Mc as an example). In M_ service the power tube grouo delay
distortion is the biggest single contributor to noise. Therefore, it is
concluded that in this case the NPR improvement is caused by partial
cancellation of the input group delay. That is, although the tube ander
test introduces group delay, in some cases it is of opoosite sign to tbe
input group delay, and the net result is a low overall group delay. Hence
this makes the output NPR better than the input NPR.
We have therefore treated the input and output _TPR'sas if they were
reversed, and Fig. 5-10 has been used to calculate the NPR produced by
the power tube.
Input Reference
To quote Dr. Bryant's comments, "The truest indication of the behaviour
of the tube (VX 527 and E 3079), both for group delay and noise oower
ratio, is obtained by comparing the output with the cold input." Other
methods include using the hot input (with the beam on). During the
klystron test the so called "back-to-back full loop" was used. This
indicates that the reference input is measured using the complete m_,asure-
ment setup, less the tube under test. All group delay figures indicate
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4.1 (Cont'_)
w:ich input reference was used.
:_Lig_h-31. 4-34
There is little change in group delay when reducing the output by 5 db.
Fit. 4-35, 4-36, 4-37, 4-38, 4-39j 4-40
•hese figures use the hot input as reference. Although these results appear
to be better than the ones using the cold input as a reference_ from the
userls point of view it is the cold back-to-back performaY:cethat really
represents the system performance without the final amplifier.
F__i_z4-46
This figure should be compared with Fig. 4-35. The same cyclic variation
is repeated and the peak variations in group delay agree very well.
4.2 Tests on E 3079
Fig. 4-49, 4-50, 4-51A 4-52
The effects of improved driver harmonic suppression are show_,.
' -5_44
This figure indicates the improvement over 4-7A, the corresponding figure
for the VX 527.
Fig. 4-55 to 4-64
A great similarity to the corresponding VX 527 curves is indicated.
Fi_. 4-65 to 4-67
An improved group delay and lineariZy performance is seen when compared
with the corresponding figures (3-37) of the VX 527. This is probably
due to the E 3079's better cold match characteristics.
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h.3 Tests on VA 660 Kl_strons
4.3.1 Conventional Characteristics
Fig.4-70to4-81
No special comments, except that both klystrons were broadband
tuned, then ootimized either for optimum group delay or gain
flatness.
It must be noted that repeatability with respect to frequency
dependent parameters is never perfect_ For example, consider
Fig. 4-76, 4-78 and 4-82. Curve #i in each case is take_ at a
beam voltage o£ 19 KV and 2.6 watt input, The curves should be
4_poan Fig. 4-78 _identical but in practice some ......._ cy exists;
seems to be shifted u_ by 5.5 Mc. The bandwidth and curve shapes
are of course identical in all cases.
4.3.2 Group Delay and Liuearit_
Fig. 4-84 to 4-?6
There is a grea_ _eal of difference between tbc _o tuning condi-
tions as far as group delay distortion is co _,ed; however, the
derivative linearity <!ower trace) does v _ :...._ to be affected.
The Polaroid picture of the 6206_629h _ _rtion of 4-95 and 4-96
has been lost.
Fig. 4-i00, 4-101
These figures show the group delay measured using the Varlan
equipment. The comparison between the two methods is discussed
in para. 5.7 below.
im
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,4 T_._tson the..VA .884KlTstron
These tests have been performed using the same tuning criteria ae for the
VA 860.
4.4.1 Conventional Characteristics
The difference between two tu;,i_gc_nditions can be seen by
comparing curves 1 oT,Fig. 4-111 wi _L Jig. 4-112.
Fig. 4-116t 4-117 (Magnet current vs bandwidth)
These figures show, Just as for the TWT, t_mt this is not a very
sensitive parameter; a +_5% current _ariation can be permAtted.
4.4.2 Group Delay Distortion_ Derivative Linearit_ and Noise Power Ratio
Fi_. 4-i18 to 4-125
This tube seems to be not significantly different in GDD from the
VA 860. The performance deteriorates at l_,_erdrive levels.
Fig. 4-126 to 4-128 (FM tuned)
These results show a very creditable performance over 80% of the ,_
frequency range.
I
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5. Comparison of Results
A detailed evaluation of test data obtained during the measurement program lii_
will follow this report. Some comparative results are included in this report
also.
5.1 Conventional Characteristics
5,1.1 Bandwidth - Fig. 5-1
Shows the broader bandwidth of TWT-s compare_ _ +h that of the
klystrons. It should be mentioned though, that planned modifica-
tion on the VA 88h klystron is expected to provide 50% more band-
width than _he VA 88h.
_<.1.2 Gain and Power Output - F_g. _-2
Here the klystron is clearly superior. However, 8-10 KW version
of the VX 527 will be available shortly.
5.2 Phase Dependent Characteristics
5.2.1 Comparative Gro_ Dela_ Distortion of Kl_ctron - Fig. 5-3
Both the VA 860 and 88h are very good, with the VA 88h having a
clear edge in AM.tuning. This feature seems to look oromising
for a single comoromise tuning for AM and FM service.
5.2.2 Group Dela_ in TWT-s ar:dKiystrons
There is very little difference between the two types, both are
excellent and almost transparent on FM over _ 15 Mc range.
5.2.3 ComParison of Group Delay Measurin_ Methods - Fig. 5-5 to 5-9
These figures show the comparison of group delay measured using
two methods. The agreement is from good _-6, 7-8, fair 5-9 to
poor 5-5. A probable phase reversal can explain some of the
discrepancy in Fig. _5. The accuracy of the Varian equipment is
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_j_r3. (Cont'd)
not known. The RCA test gear has been used for years with good
"epeatability and accuracy.
E
m
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.AM/PMCONVERSION COEFFICIENT
Tube
Condition Conversion Coefficient °/db in.
_,, , , , ,,
O_tout Level VX 527 VA 860 _JA884
db AM FM AM FM
........... L
Sat. 3 1.0 - 3.0 3.0
- 2 1.2 - - 2.2 1.7
- 5 1.7 .75 - 2.2 1.3
- 7 0.7 ....
-i0 0 .25 - 2.0 1.2
-12 O - - 1.3 -
-20 0 0 - 0 0
NOTE: Readings for VA 860, D_ tuned are insignificant relative to
measuremert accuracy.
TABLE 5-2-1
,|
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5.3 Amplitude Dependent Characteristics
5.3.1 Methodof _raph presentation (Derivative Linearit_,)
The input (drive) amplitude was swept from a nominal input (O db)
resulting in saturated output down to -10 db. Then the input was
reduced to result in 5 db reduction in output and swept agatn over
the same range.
The horizontal axis on the Polaroid pictures taken from the scope
display is a linear scale in disc attenuator angle, a non-linear
scale in decibels. The vertical axis is the variation of the
derivative of Pout • The graphs shown in the report have been
Pin
reduced from the above information through the following steps.
a) The input waveform non-linearity has been deducted from the
output non-linearity. This is a legitimate procedure as we
ar_ dealing effectively in gain differentials.
b) The horizontal scale has been converted to a linear scale in
decibels.
c) The derivative linearity was defined as 1OO% at very small
signal levels. This is the starting point of all curves. The
derivative linearity reaches 0% at true saturation. Fig. 3-13
shows the relationship between percent derivative non-linearity &
noise in picowatts. An example below shows a typical calculation.
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5.3.1.1 Typical Calculation of One Point in Fi_. 3-13 (15)
What is derivative parabolic component in percentage
for IOO pw of third order intermodulation noise (m3)?
3rd Order I/M: [ = 18 p_3 (a)
H3 d3N
Symbols
P = total multichannel signal power
d2 = 2nd order distortion power
d3 - 3rd order distortion power
F = fundamental frequency output power
= 2nd harmonic output generated by F
H3 = 3rd harmonic output generated by F
N = Total number of channels
P - 12.78 dbmo (600 channels)
d3 = I00 p watt = -70 dbmo
N - 600
lO loglo 600 - 27.78
lO loglo 18 = 12.55
Thas (a) becomes for lO0 pw
_IF= 12.55 + 3x 12.78 + 70-27.78 = 93.11db(b)
H3
However, this is referred to test tone level, and to arrive
at peak level a ratio of Peak to Peak Modulation = 23.02 db
TT Modulation
must be allowed for.
Im
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5.3.1.1 (Cont'd)
This db factor has to be doubled for the 3rd order
distortion (for a level increase of ldb fundamental,
2 db 3rd order increase resultssthe increase is db
for db for the 2nd order distortion).
This is the same ratio as in FM, where the oeak devia-
tion is _ 4 Mc. The test tone deviation is 200 Kc (RMS)
Peak Deviation = 4 x 106 = 23.02
TT Dev. 200 " 103 x 1.41
2 x 23.02 = 46.04 db is the factor requi?ed to relate the
test tone (TT) deviation results to the peak deviation in
case of 3rd order I/M noise.
Then (b) becomes at peak level (6£D ch.)
93.11 - 46.04 - 47.O7 db
Using Fig. 3-12 we get for 47oO7 db 5.2%; this is a
point on Fig. 3-13 (third order) for lOO ow noise.
5.3.2 AM to PM Conversion
The same procedure as used above for the derivative linearity,
was used here too. The vertical scale was degrees. Here we did
not have a convenient built-in means of calibration to check results
as for linearity. _o methods were followed. First, the face of
the oscilloscope was orecalibrated in degreea T_en the Wiltron
phase meter which is direct reading was used to rechec,,the scope
calibration. From the composite phase shift vs amplitude curves,
using the slope of the phase curve on a db by db basis, the AM to
PM graph was produced. The results have been cross-checked using
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5.3.2 (Cont'd)
the Bell method.
5.3.2.1 Comments on Test Results
Fig. 48A - 48C constitute one set. The effect of in-
creased beam voltage does have an approciable effect on
derivative linearity by extending the linear region,
and increasing the AM to PM conversion.
: Fig. 4-42 and 4-43 show the same tube operating on a
different frequency.
Fig. 4-48B shows the dependence of linearity on beam
voltage. An 8 db derating for instance produces less
than 10% non-linearity over a wide range of beam voltages.
5.3.3 VA 860 and VA 884 Linearit_
The effect of AM tuning on FM tuning is quite marked. Fig. 4-99A
2_d 4-97 show derivative linearity for the VA 860 for FM and AM
tuning at the same beam voltage. Fig. 4-97 and 4-132 compare the
VA 860 and VA 884 for FM tuning. The VA 860 appears to have the
better linearity. Fig. 4-99A and Fig. 4-131 compare linearity for
the two tubes under AM tuning conditions. The VA 860 is seen to be
superior at levels within I0 db of saturation.
5.3.4 AM/PM Conversion of VA 860 and VA 884
Fig. 4-99B and 4-132A show AM/PM conversion for VA 860 and VA 884
respectively. The VA 860 has less AM/PM conversion and over a
narrower output level. The FM tuned condition for the VA 860
resulted in phase shifts which were meaningless wlth respect to
system accuracy so that AM/PM conversion is shown as zero. In
actual fact, it may be as much as .3 °/db.
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5.4 Noise Measurements
5.4.1 Noise Power Ratio
The most extensive noise measurements were performed in conjunction
with the group delay distortion measurements. This was done, at
each freguency, using the RCA Type CI 86-87 intennodulation test
set. This set measures the total slot noise (thermal and inter-
modulation). Unfortunately, it was not always possible to produce
an input signal which had minimum group delay and minimum slot
noise at the same time. Preference was given to ootimum group
delay; as a consequence the input NPR was sometimes only in the
40 db region, when 60 db would have been desirable. In a follow-
up report an attempt will be made to correlate the _F_ with group
delay and derivative linearity. Comments about comoutation of the
net NPR are given in para. 5.4.2. No firm conclusion can yet be
reached on the comparative NPR-s of 'IWT-s,except that they were
mostly in excess of 40 db.
5.4.2 Test Tone to Noise Measurements
These tests were attempted using setuo described in para. 3.4.2
and show_ in Fig. 3-5. The measurement was unsuccessful because
of the low noise generation in the tubes which was beyond equip-
ment limitations (receiver noise figure and dyr_amicrange). The
calculations below show what theoretical range would be required
to perform quantitative measurements.
• i
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i) Calculation of VX _p27 Average Noise £igure F
First,total white noise power, (Pnt),was measured using a
thermistor bridge tyDe wattmeter
Put " 0.024 mW
The noise figure "F" is given by
Pnt
F = GKTB
where G = Device gain (33 db)
K = 1.38 x 10-23
T - Abs. temp. in k°; 290° at room temperature
B - RF noise b.ndwidth
F = 24 x lO-6 " 5 x 104 = 47 db
2 x 103 x 60 x 10.6x 4 x 10-21
2) Calculation on Signal to Noise Ratio
Assume a test tone deviation of 200 Kc RMS and a channel width
of 3.1 Kc.
S _ Pin x fp2
" 1XFx fM2
. 2.0 x 0.2822 x 1012
8.O x 10"21 x 3.i x 103 x 5 x 104 x 3.O x 1012
. 0.16 x 1012
8.0 x 3.1 x 5 x 30 x IO-z
= 160 x 109 = 4.3109 x 109
37.2
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5.4.2 (Cont'd)
= 96 db; thus we want to measure a noise power Pn;
imW 1 x 10-3
Pn = T-- = 0.210"12 watts = 0.2 pwh 31o9
which our equipment having its own noise _round 3 pw, is rot
capable of measuring.
Pin: Drive oower to power tube (watts)
fp: Peak test tone deviation (cps)
fm: Maximum baseband frequency (cps)(5.6 Mc)
B1 : Cha_nel bandwidth
BE
3) Measurement Range R_e_quiredfor Ar.ticinatedCarrier to Noise Ratio
Output Dower, Po = 5 Ed = +67 dhm
Expected noise output: N1
NI = KTB + F + G = -lhh + 47 + 33 = -64 dbm
Minimum range required" F.= (NI) + (Po) = 131 db which exceeds
available testgear range,
fhe above measurements and calculations have been performed
using the noise figure obtained for VX 527 travelling wave
tube. It was not reoeated for the klystrons,
5.4.3 Prior Kl_stron Noise Measuremc-ts
Time did not allow for the Derformance of all the tests which
would have yielded useful data. Measurements r.rformed by the tube
manufacturer on the VA 884 klystron are given below for additional
information. No details on methods of measurements or accuracy
are available.
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5.4.3(Oont'd)
AM Noise (+ 15OO cps about the carrier)
I. 150 W output
The AM noise in the band + iO0 Kc from the carrier was 66 db
below the carrier at amolifier center and did not change more
than 1 db, as the carrier was moved across the amrlifier pass-
band.
2. 15OOWatt output
Same as 150 watt level, exceot the overall _oise level was
72 db below the carrier. The major contribution to the over-
all level at this output is the power suoply ripple at 360 cps.
AM Noise (any 3 Kc bandwidth between 3 a_d hOOO Kc)
At 3 Kc: 86 db below carrier
3 to 200 Kc: @ 90 db below carrier
200 to 4OOOKc: $ 85 db below carrier
FM Noise
RMS noise deviation between 500 cps and bOO Kc: 13.2 cps
RMS noise deviation between 500 cps and 4 Mc: 324 cps
5.4.4 Two-Tone Intermodulation Tests
This test checks the linearity of the power output vs power input
characteristics. The measure o_ this is the level of intermodula-
tion distortion products relative to one of the two tones. It
should be possible to correlate NPR, derivative linearity and power
intermodulation products. No such evaluation has been made; the
intermodulation distortion measurements are summarized in Fig.4-47 -
(TWT) and 4-135 (klystrons).
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5.5 Miscellaneous
5.5.1 Harmonic _ Spurious Output - Klystrons
Second Harmonic _ Content
TUBE VA 884 VA 860
Beam Voltage (KW) 16.O 19
J,, , ,
Beam Current (Amps) 2.h5 3.95
f (me)" 63Ol '63ol
Drive (m_) 800 2500
"' U'
Power Output (_d) 13.h 20
,,,L
2nd Harmonic Rel.
to Fund (db) -13 -20
Tuning FM FN
Sourious Output* None None
j
5.5.2 Harmonic & Spurious Output - VX 527 TWT
Beam Volts (KV) I 28 28 28
i J
!
Beam Current (Amps) _ 1o18 ioO 0.82
t
Power Output (KW) i 5.16 4.47 3_29
!
2nd F_'rmonicrelo
to fund db (Sat,) -12 -ii.5 _IO,5
Max. 2nd Harmonic
Level (db) -8.5 -8°0 -9.0
Power Outout at
Max. (_) 3.12 3.21 2.3
f (MC) 6bOO 6bOO 6400
Spurious Output* i None None None
*Within the range of the Polarad Type 81 W spectrum
anal?zer.
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6. Overall Comparison
there is no clear-cat choice between TWT-s and klystrons in the general sense.
Deoending o_ the application, however, the choice can be made. Table 6-i shows
comparative data for the most orominent power tubes. Let us compare this data
and then proceed to information obtained during our tests.
6.1 Tabulated Data Based on i'_nufacturer'sInformation
6.1.I Frequency Range
The coupled cavity 7_T-s have a clear advantage in that they do
not require tuning. Tuning is accomplished quickly on the clover
leaf 7,_Tand relatively slowly in klystrons.
6.1.2 Bandwidth
The too large instantaneous bandwidth of the coupled cavity TWT-s
may not be an advantage° On the other handj k_ystrons are limited
in bandwidth, although they have not reached their theoretical
limit° (See Ref. (3) and (5))
6.1.3 Power Output
Klystrons have a clear advantage, although 10 KWmay be sufficient
in most aoplications.
6.1.h Gain
Klystrons have an advantage. Note that gain figures shown are nor-
malized_ The clover leaf TWT gain is frequency dependent. The
Sperry gain is probably for non-optimum group delay.
6.1.5 Power Suppiz Volta6es
Klystrons h_ve a significant advantage requiring only one power
supply, _though the additional power supplies for T_-s should
not be over _mphasised. As one of them is low power (anode) the
other does not require regulation (collector bias).
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6.1.6 Efficiency
About the same for broadband operation with the exception of the
Siemens T_f assuming depressed collector operation for the TWT-s.
6.1.7 Focusing
The Siemens TWT is the only PM focusing, which seems to be the most
convenient, if not necessarily the best metho4.
6.1.8 Cooli_.___u_
No significant difference°
6.1.9
No significant difference in overall weight, however, the klystrons
are more convenient, as 90% of their total weight is a quasi-
stationary magnet.
6.1.'.O Price
No complete infomnation is available, but presentl2 the T_T-s
cost approximately twice as much as comoarable klystrons.
6.l.ll Noise Performance
Insufficient data for comparison.
6.2 Comparison on the Basis of _asured Data
6.2•1 Bandwidth
The TWT-s are bett_r, although klystrons are adequate for present
needs.
6.2.2 Power Output
Klystrous are superior.
6.2.3 Group Delay
E 3079 about the same as klystrons.
VX 527 TWT not quite as good.
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6.2°5 Derivative Linearity (Frequency Deoe_dent)
Both types are excellent.
6.2.5 Derivative Linearity (Drive Dependent)
The TWT-s are somewhat better than the klystrons.
6.2.6 Noise Power Ratio
There is no clear cut choice; further study is required.
6.2.7 AM to PM Conversion
Both types are good; a TWT optimized for this oarameter is better
l
than a broadband tuned klystron.
6.3 Other Comparable Features
Many other features should be compared to obtain a comol_te picture.
Life, reliability, spread between tubes, are some of them. It is obvious
that some of the advantages and disadvantages have different weighting
factors depending on the type of service and the required power output.
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7. FUT[h_EDEVELOPMENTS
High power tube manufacturing being a fiercely competitive business, designers
do not volunteer advance information until the tube is actually on the market.
However, as new systems require more and more power aPd greater bardwidth,
coupled with lower noise generation, certain trends can be detected.
7.I TWT
The high power travelling wave tubes are being improved constantly. The
type of TWT which underwent our tests uses a clover leaf slow wave
structure. This type will be available shortly with iO KW saturated
output. Work on 500 Mc tuning range version is in progress, and is
expected to be available late in 1965.
J Another type of TWT, using a coupled cavity slow wave structure, is also
rapidly developing. The first of this type, the Bell Labs Type h040 T4T,
:_asbeen successfully used in the Andover satellite ground station
transmitter. This type of structure provides more bandwidth at lower
beam voltages. This paragraph does not attempt to compare the clover
leaf with coupled cavity design. To indicate the history and design
philosophy of the coupled cavity design, a verbatim description by the
Hughes Aircraft Company is included below.
7.1.1 Clover leaf Slow Wave Structure T_e
TWT-s using Clover Leaf type slow-wave structures are continually
being improved in power handling capacity and frequency range. Am
8-10 KW version of the VX 527 is already available. An extensiom
of the 200 Mc tuning ._angeto 500 Mc is under development.
N
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7.1.2 Basis of Proposed Design (7)
7.1.2.I Introduction
The proposed 3 Kw and 15 Kw, CW, C-band travelling
wave tubes are direct scales of a nu_ber of high
powered travelling wave tubes under development at
Hughes, some of which have been in pilot production
for a number of years° To illustrate how close these
devices are to the subject specification, two of them
deliver lO Kw of CW po_¢erat X-band, and another
possesses more than hO db of gain at the 1 or 2 Kw,
C_, level. More than 200 models of the lO Kw tube have
been fabricated, indicating the advanced nature uf the
refinement of this device, along with the valuable
experience gained in identifying the critical problem
areas. These are not laboratory devices, but fully
qualified weapon system componentso
7.1.2.2 Circuit Type
Both tubes use exactly the same type of RF circuit
scaled to the respective operating power levels. This
circuit is referred to as the "coupled cavity" variety
because of its similarity to a series of klystron
cavities strongly coupled together to form a broadband
propagating structure with truly remarkable electrical
characteristics. The primary advantages of this
particular high power travelling wave circuit (which
was invented and pioneered by Hughes) are its high
I
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7.1.2.2 (Cont'd)
interaction impedance combined with a rather T_assive
cross section for high thermal dissipation. Its ease
of adjustment to allow for any RF bandwidth up to hO%
along with mechanical simplicity have made this generic
_yne of circuit the stsndard of the industry fo? high
powered aDolications. Almost all of the critical di-
mensions are of rotational symmetry so tnat orecise
fabrication and assembly are relatively simple matters
involving o_lv conventional jigs and fixtures.
Stable high gain is achieved by dividing the circuit
into three separate sections which are comoletely
isolated from each other in an RF sense. The only
coupling from one section to the next is through the
modulated electron beam which can travel in only one
direction. Consequently, there can be no feedback from
the output of the t_0e to the input to cause regeneration,
even if more seotions are added to h,ive still higher
values of RF gain. Such a technique makes it a st_'aight-
forward procedure to design for arbitrarily high gains
merely by adding length to the circuit of the tube.
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7.1.2.3 Historical Development
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FIG: 7-1 History of the High Powered Coupled
Cavity TWT at Hughes
The tubes as they exist today are the result of an
intensive development which has covered a span of more
than six years as illustrated in Figure 7-I_ All of
this work was exclusively directed towarclsthe soecifkc
requirements of generating high average power in an
airborne fire control radar and was e_tirely seoarate
from other work of a related nature performed on other
travelling wave tube programs. Initially the labora-
tory demonstration of high average power in a broad-
band travelling wave tube was a most significant mile-
stone since prior to that time travelling wave tubes
i
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7.1.2.3 (Cont'd)
were considered to be of only moderate power capacity.
As time progressed the major effort was to achieve this
power in a reliable, repeatable device which would
function with the airborne power supply and its associat-
ed equipment. During this period these high Dowered
travelling wave tubes graduated from devices which per-
formed well in the laboratory to one which operated
successfully in a most severe airborne environment.
In 1960 a new and novel scheme was introduced at Hughes
which _mde possible highly stable ooeration in a filter-
type travelling wave tube. Up until tkis ti_aeall such
amplifiers had shown a strong tendency to oscillate in
spurious modes if the operating voltage strayed from a
restricted region. The solution to this problem was
the insertion of selective loss at the edges of the pass
band of the circuit where the oscillations usually
occurred. Although the concept was simple, success came
only after many different methods had been thoroughly
evaluated.
During 1962 the effort on specific Lmprovements for the
tubes was greatly accelecated to counteract a life
problem which was becoming evident during the flight
test program. Although the inherent life expectancy
of these devices was i:_excess of several thousand hours
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7.1.2.3 (Co_t'd)
(based on the theoretical cathode life), many tubes
were failing at the en_ hu_red hour mark due to a
wide variety of rather basic causes. To improve this
figure and to introduce a wide safety factor in the
design parametersjboth tubes were designed into
solenoids whereby beam transmission could be held at a
rather high level under all operating conditions. Prior
to this change the tubes were focused with permanent
mallets. Immediately afterwards a life study test was
initiated which proved that a lO00 hour minimum life
was characteristic of both devicezpwhen operating under
system conditions. The tests were suspended after 1CO0
hours to use the equipment for other cequirements so
the maximum expected life has _ot yet beer determined.
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7.2 Kl_strons
in the last few .yearn,wide band _Iystron amolifier_ have advanced
considerably. (3) This trend is expected to cor_tinue_
7.2.1 Kljystron Amolifiers
Klystron smolifiers consist of two sections distributed along an _-
electron beam. Nearest the cathode is a driver, consisting of a
number of resonant cavities whose function is to produce a large -=
density modulation of the beam. The intensely buncDed beam then
passes through an output circuit where a substantial fraction of
the original d-c energy is extracted. With high power tubes, the
driver section is required to accomplish its bunching mission with
very low RF input power; _;aiusin _xcess of hO db are in gener,1
required. Tbe amount of useft_speak RF current that can be in-
duced on an electron beam is of the order of magnitude of the d-c
currenb.
The RF circ1&itsin state-of-the-art mic: :wave klystrons are re-
entrant cavity resonators, each having a single well defined inter-
action gap. Other forms of circ1'_tscontaining several interaction
gaps each, or perhaps made up of truly distributed structures ( 4 )
have been proposed and some investigated experimentally. Some of
these hold considerable promise for bandwidth imorovement: but
considerations similar to the s_ngle gao theory will govern their
design and operation.
Broadbanding techniques concern both sections of the amplifier.
Problems relati_ to each will be considered presently, but we
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7.2.1 (Cont'd)
must first examine the general problem of bandwidth definition.
Because of the lumped nature of the interaction, a klystron with
given gap dimensions and disposition of cavities along the beam
has a particular efficiency capability. Efficiency, however, can
be traded for bandwidth by loading the output circuit, just as
the bandwidth of the driver section can be increased at the ex-
pensa of the gain by loading the cavities. Thus, we might decide
ahead of time how much degradation in efficiency is allo_able and
what gain is desired, and concentrate on obtaining this efficiency
and gain over the maximum possible band. A comparison such as
this is obviously necessary &f we are to have a sensible measure
of bandwidth improvement.
7.2.1.I The Driver Section
The driver section of a wide band klystron consists of
a number of cavities which are stagger tuned in a manner
similar to low frequency cascaded amplifiers. The
amplification mechanism depends on velocity modulation
introduced on the electron beam RF voltage acros_ the
interaction gap of a cavity. In the drift space beyond,
the electrons bunch and produ=e density modulation which
can excite a subsequent cavity, _troducing an additional,
and larger velocity modulation on the beam. The original
modulation, however, persists and this is the difference
from simple cascaded amplifier theory. At the output,
where the modulations are finally summed, the beam contains
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7.2.1.1 (Co_t'd)
modulation comDonents due to all _receding _avities.
As the cavity impedances and drift phases vary with
frequency, the various comnonents can interfere
destructively as well as add constructively.
A gain function can be derived using the simple ideas
of linear modulation on the beam (5). Let the impedance
of the nth cavity be written in the approximate narrow
band form
Zn (p) 1 R 1 (l)= _ Q P-Pn
with Pn = 1/2% + _n' where _n is the normalized
resonant frequency"of the cavity f_ n =(fn- fo)/fo_l "k f
The transconductance, gmn: is defined as the ratio of
the RF current at the mth gap to the RF voltage at the
nth gap which produced the modulation:
gmn = -1/2 j Gofo/fq _ sin (_q Iron) (2)
where Go is the DC conductance of the bear.n__ _ is
the product o£ the beam coupling coefficients at the
two gaps, averaged over the beam, fq is the reduced
plasma frequency, Bq the plasma wave number, and imn
the distance between the two gaps.
Taking as an example a four-cavity driver, we shall be
interested in the ratio of the small-signal current,
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induced at the output circuit gap, to an equivalent
current iI assumed driving the input cavity.
We obtain
G(p) = i_/_ =
ZI (g21g32g43gshz2z3z4
k
+g53g32g21z2z3 + g54g42g21z2z4
+g54g43g31z4z3 + g52g21Z2 + g54g41z4
+ g53931z3 + gsl)
The first term of this expression is a simole product of
individual stage responses. It is similar to what one
would obtain for an IF strip with single-tuned inter-
stages. Methods for stagger-tuning such all-pole circuits
for equal ripple or maximally flat response are well
known. The klystron problem, however, is complicated
by the presence of the additional terms arising from
drift-through currents.
Expressed as a function of the complex frequency, p, it
can be seer,that G(p) is a rational fraction with complex
coefficients. The numerator is a cubic, the denominator
a quartlc. The 4 poles are those of the individual Zi's,
i.e. the complex resonant frequencies. The 3 zeros are
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functions of the gmn'S and the poles,
The problem then is to arrange the resonant frequencies
ofthecavitiesthatIO()lisreasonablyNat
within the band of interest. Since the gain will be
depressed in the vicinity of the zeros, the pole
arrangement must be such that a zero is either moved L
outside the band or else cancelled by an adjacent pole.
For drift lengths below a quarter space cha_ge wave-
length, the nearest ze1_s will be distributed toward the
high-frequency end of the band and will move closer to-
wards band center as the drift angle is decreased.
Consequently tuning arrangements for the shorter drift
angles will have more cavities tuned above band center
to counteract the effect of the zeros. The net result
is a reduction of the gain as the drift spaces are made
shorter.
The bandwidth for a given number of cavities will be
rather closely related to the bandwidths of the individ-
ual cavities, and it is nearly always desirable to re-
duce the cavity Q's below those normally used in narrow-
band high-gain tubes. The cavities can, of course, be
loaded resistively. In the early stages where the power
extracted frcm the beam is no problem, this is satis-
factory in principle. It is, however, often mechanically
,I
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7.2.1.1 (Cont'd)
inconvenient. The simplest Q reduction is accomplished
through using the power required to velocity modulate
the beam. The beam loading parameter is a function of
gap geometry, and in general, the beam loading of a
cavity is reduced when the gap spacing is increased.
The maximum effective loading conductance that can be
obtained is equal to about 0.2 times the DC beam con-
ductance:
Io
GB _ 0.2 GO = 0.2 Vo
Qualitatively, we carlsay that the gain-bandwidth pro-
duct of the driver section can be improved almost in-
definitely by adding cavities. This can, however, lead
to an excessively long tube. The basi_ problem is to
determine the bandwidth that can reasonably be expected
of the output stage, and then produce a driver section
having adequate bandwidth with the required gain in a
minimum length. It is nearly always possible to trade
gain for length.
To compare the gain-bandwidth capabilities of various '
k_ystron designs, we can take a single (drift space)
stage as representative. The ga_n-bar_wldth product
is a strong function of the geometry of the inter-
action gap and of the beam parameters.
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This is expressed by the following relation.
112 f Zo ZoPo115s41S(Gain) X _ _ --=
f Ro
where
f is the fractional bandwidth
f
Z° _ I is the characteristic impedance of the gap
WG
Ro is the DC beam impedance
Pc is the DG power
S is the perveance
We will see that the same dependence of bandwidth on gap
geometry, power level, and perveance is also true of the
output circuit, and thus the overall bandwidth capability.
The foregoing discussion has been concerned with low-level
broadbandlng effects° For many high power applications,
in partict_ar wide-ba_d pulse tubes, the amplifier is
operated at saturation. It is the saturated bandwidth
and efficiency that are primarily important. High-level
saturation effects can, however, significantly alter the
characteristics of the amplifier. Broadbanding must be
aecomplished with this in mind.
m
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_en a klystron is tuned for m__ximumefficiency, it is
well known that the cavity preceding the output is tuned
far above the operating frequency. Such a detuued cir-
cuit enhances the high-level bunching of the beam. There
is_in general, an optimum tuning beyond which efficiency
falls again. The magnitude cf th_ saturated current at
the output is quit_ sensitive to the tuning ann position
of the last one cr two circuits in the driver section.
Optimum curren* _n only be realized in a narrow frequency
interval. If a zela_ivelv _at characteristic is required,
adjustments must be made so that the current is less than
this optimum.
Not only does efficiency degradation accompany broadband-
iug, but the high-level effects must be considered, at
least qualitatively, in stagger-tuning studies. Low-level
gain fluctuations tend to be leveled out, but excessive
gain peaks can lead to over-saturation with a depression
in the output. It would then be necessary that part of
the band be operated unsaturated in order to achieve a
reasonably constant output.
I
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7.2.1.2 The Output Circuit
The output circuit receives the bunched bean ard converts
a certain fraction of its DC energy to r-f. F_aximum
energy conversion is attained when a large fraction of
the electrons in the bunch are decelerated nearly to
rest. The oeak r-f voltag_ across t_e interaction gap
is then the ordcr cf the DC beam voltage. We have al-
ready seen the m,ount of current in the beam at the
output gap is subject to saturation (i.e. the beam _ill
produce only a certain amount of r-f current). In the
output gao we can distinguish another type of saturation,
voltage saturation. If we change the impedance seen b""
the beam, we find that the effective current driving the
gap decreases as the r-f voltage across the gap is raised.
A saturation condition corresponding to maximum power
conversion is reached where the dynamic conductance (rate
of change of current with respect to voltage) is equal
to the load conductance.
If tileoutput circuit is a single resonant cavity, the
Q of the cavity for this optimized conductance is
generally considerably lower than the Q's of the driver
cavities. Thus, the bandwidth of the output circuit is
naturally wide enough to take advantage of considerable
stagger tuning in the driver section. For truly wide-
band tubos, however, it is necessary to increase this
I
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bandwidth by designing a more complicated output
circuit o_eometry. It has been shown (4) that a
single non-interacting cavity coupled to the output
cavity can lead to a considerable enhancer_entof
bandwidth. More co_olicated circuits are, of course,
possible for flatter and perhaps wider responses.
There is a limit, however, which is related to the
characteristic impedance of the output gap.
It can be shown on the basis of linear circuit theory
that if the best impedance at the output gap is a
constant resistance, R, across the band, the following
relation holds:
f 2 R
where
Z = I is the gad characteristic impedance
o WC
The output gap geometry, and hence characteristic im-
pedance, is generally restricted by such considerations
as beam size and the dynamics of the energy interchange
in the gap. The extent of voltage saturation, and hence
conversion efficiency, is generally improved by reducing
the electron transit time across the gap. This, however,
increases the capacitance _d reduces the bandwidth
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capabilities. Also, t_o close spacing enhances the
possibi3ity of parasitic energy-absorbing discharges
in the gap. Thus, a given design u_ually represents
some logical compromise.
At some point within the band, the imoedance seen by
the eiectro_ stream at the output gap will be purely
resistive. At this point we can define the resistance,
R, as a function of the r-f voltage and efficiency in
terms of the fundamental parameters of the beam:
A2Vo2
R " --------
2f[Po
where
Vrf (rf voltage)A =
VO (dc voltage)
= conversion efficiency
Po = beam power
If the effective r-f current driving the gap did not
vary across the band, a constant resistance would insure
that this efficiency is maintained. The oower output
would then be a rectangular function of frequency, and
from equations (6) and (7) have the following bandwidth
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limitation:
_ _ ZoPol/5s_/5
f
f A2
Actually, even though the current entering the output
gaF might r.ct vary across the band, variations in gap
impedance _rillcause varying voltag_ saturation which
will affect the cower output. Equation (8) can be E
regarded as an unatta',: upper bound on high-level
band_idth. It does, however, show the dependence of
bandwidth on the fundamental design parameters of the
tube. We have already seen that the driver section
has a similar dependence. In addition, this shows the
strong dependence of bandwidth capability on beam
Derveance. In fact, increased perveancc is one of the
major avenues toward improved klystron bandwidth.
A tyoical example is the VA 887; a tube expected to be
available in the fall of 1965. The VA 887 character-
istics are compared below with that of the VA 8eh and
VA 860 tubes already in oroduction and use.
I
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I VA 860 VA 884 VA 887*
, ,,=
Frequency Range Mc 5925-6425 5925-6425 5925-6425
Power Output kW
(50/50 Glycol-_ater) 21.7 13 10-12
• .= ,m
Instantaneous Bandwidth
(Broadband Tuned)
I - db points 46 35 60
3 - db ooints 54 43 76
Gaindb 4O 52 4B
Beam Voltage KV 19 16 13
Beam Current Amp 4.0 2.4 3.0
Efficiency % 28 34 26-31
Mechanical Tuning
?_nge Mc 50 500 500 --
* Design objectives - not actually measured values.
TABLE 7-2-1
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APPENDIX A
E_UIPME_T LIST
L.
le Video oscillator Wayne-Kerr 022B
2. Oscilloscope Tektronix 502
3. VTVM HP 400L
4. InterT,odulation test set TX RCA C186
5. Intel_,odulationtest set RX RCA C187
6. Delay and linearlty test set RX RCA CS81
7. Delay and linearity test set TX RCA CS80
8. RF signal generator 6 Gc/s Folarad G-48 & GB2
9. IF sweep generator RCA CG-95
iO. RF sweep generator Alfred 623B
ii. Sampler Alfred SI12
12. VTVM HP 410B
13. MM-6OO - 6 Radio equipment
a) TX local oscllla_or
b) Transmitter
c) Modulator
d) RX local oscillator
e) RX mixer - Preamplifier
f) IF amplifier
g) Demodulator
h) Message amplifier
i) Video amplifier
J) Low voltage power supply
!
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Equipment List (Coot'd)
14. Spectrum analyzer Panoramic SPA-3
15. Spectrum analyzer I0 to 63000 Mc/s Fanoramic SPA-4A
16. Frequency counter HI 524C, 525B, 525A
17. Selective voltmeter Siemens levelmeter
18. Signal generator General Radio I021P38
19. Travelling wave tube Siemens RN-6
20. High voltage power supply MM-600-2 RCA
21. Microwave power meter HP 431B
22. Microwave power meter HP 434A
23. Differential voltmeter John Fluke _d. 800 & 8OB
24. Directional coupler I0 db, 20 db and 3 db HP 1752
25. Wavcguide phase shifter (Precision) HP J885A
26. Variable RF attenuator NDI P350
27. Harmonic absorber RCA Eng. model
28. Isolator Portchester 714B
29. IF variable attenuator RCA CPV i00
i 30. IF detector RCA CD 79
31. RF detector Alfred
I 32. Probe connector RCA CP75N
!
33. Audio Drive with output transfo._mer
(secondary centre tapped) HP 201B
34. Ratio meter HP 416A
I 35. Tektronix - Type 502Oscilloscope Dual Beam
i 36. Star_ding wave indicator HP 415B
I
I
_n
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Equipment List (Cont'd)
37. Phase shi_ter DeMornay Bonardi
Type: DBJ-915-1
Ser: 7127
38. Dual amplitude modulator assembly
39. TWT amplifier R_A #3572-J/iiO --
40. High Voltage £ower Supply RCA #3572-J/iii
41. Collector High voltage power supply _
42. Frequency source asse_.bly RCA #3572-J/I01
43. Linear microwave receiver R_A #3572-J/iO2
44. Phase shifter DeMornay-Bonardi J915
45. 200 Kc crystal oscillator RCA #3572-J/I03
46. Wavemeter Hewlett-Packard
Mod. J532A
4?.)
) Crossguide coupler FXR C 612D
55.)
48.)
) Waveguide load RCA #3572-J/IIO
54.)
49. Attenuator W.G. O-4 db PRD Hod. 156B
50. Attenuator W.G. 0-40 db PRD Mod. 156B
51.)
) Directional coupler Hewlett-Packard
52.) _. _3_
53. Power meter He.left-Packard
Mod.4318
56. Power meter Hewlett-Packard
_d. 43hA
57. Amplifier-filter RCA #3572-J/I04 !
58. Message amplifier RCA #3572-J/i_ I
m m_ m
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Equipment List (Cont'd)
59. Attenuator, 600 ohm RCA #3572-J/I06
60. D/L test set receiver (_odified) RCA #3572-J/I07
61.) RCA#_572-J/I08
) Noise filter
62.) RCA #3572-J/IO9
63• VTVM Hewlett-Packard
Hod. 4OOD
64. VTV_ Hewlett-Fackard
ROd._OC
65. Differential voltmeter J. Fluke Rod. 800
66. Digital voltmeter Hewlett-Fackard
Mod. 344OA
67. Waveguide detector Hewlett-Packard
Jh85_
68. Klystron oscillator
69. 70 Ro/s oscillator
70. Varactor mixer
71. Girculator
72. Band pass filter
i 73• Hybrid
J
74. Phase shifter - (R-L network)(200 Kc)
I 75. Alfred detector
76. RCA balanced modulator
I 77. RCA phase discriminator
78. Phase and msplitude test set Wiltron Model #321
I 79. 70 Mc/s IF amplifier RCA
I 80. Detector part of 79
81. High pass filter 200 Kc/s
I -
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Equipment List (Cont'd)
t
82. 3 Mc/s band pass filter
I 83. Band Stop Filter
84. W.G. Hybrid
!
i 85. Var. delay equalizer (MM-6OO)
86.)
I to) Not used99.)
I iOO. Sweep Oscillator Alfred Model 6023-SI
IO1. Flap attenuator Hewlett-Packard
Model J375A
102. Coaxial switch Philco Model P-903
I 103. Travelling wave tube amplifier Nippon
Electric
LO 5O4
I 104. Isolator Sylvania Model 502
105. Precision attenuator Hewlett-Packard
i Model J382A
106. Frequency Meter Hewlett-Fackard
Model J532A
I 107. 30 db counler Hewlett-Packard
Model J75OE
I 108. 40 db coupler Hewlett-Packard
Model J75OF
I 109. Power bridge Hewlett-Packard
Model 430C
iiO. Thermistor Hewlett-PackardModel J487B
iii. TWT power supply Alfred
112. Detector (broadband) Narda Model 532
I 113. X-Y recorder Mosely Model 1350
t
I
!
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Equipment List (Cont'd)
114. Bridge Network Varian Lab built
115. Scope Tektronix Model 535
116. Spectrum analyzer Polarad Model TSA
117. Broadband detector Narda Model 532
118. Arc Detector Varlan
119. Water flow meter S & K
120. Water load Varian Model 4045
121. 52 db coupler Varian Lab built
122. 40 db coupler Varian Lab built
123. 53 db coupler Varian Lab built
124. Photocell RCA IP2i
125. Bias resistor Varian
126. Anode supply Varian
127. Cathode supply Varian Model 7399
128. Magnet current supply Varian
129. TWC 527 (under test)
130. Isolator Sylvania Model 502
131. 3 db coupler Hewlett-Packard
Model J752
132. 20 db coupler Hewlett-Packard
Model J75OD
133. Klystron (VA-884) or TWT
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The Theoretical Explanation of the "Bell Method"
A - Carrier signal level (high level) volts
B - Upper sideband level (high level) volts
a - Carrier signal reference input
, b - Upper sideband reference input
d - Jpper sideband cutout (low level)
d/ - Lower sideband output (low level)
C1 - Upper sideband outpu_ (high level)
C2 - Lower sideband output (high level)
C3 - Centre frequency output (high level)
G - Large signal CW gain Vou_Vin
SI - Upper sideband level with carrier output at reference level = Ga
S2 - Lower sideband level as per S1
SI* - Relative upper sideband level - Sl/d
$2- - Relative lower sideband level S2/d
- AM/PMconversion O/voltage ratio or AM/PM conversion O/db
c - Compression
m - AM modulating index volts/volts
M - AM modulating index db
T
_ - FMmodulating index
I wo - Carrier frequency
w - Upper sideband frequency
I - Lower sideband frequencyw 0
w - Modulating frequency
1 "
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Appendix B (toni'd)
Figure 1 shows the two signals fed into the TWT and a signal w _ which will be
explained later.
A The level of B is 30 db below A.T T 20 log A = 30 db
W ' %40 W B
Let carrier A: A sin Wot
J
1 B: B sin wt
C: C sin w't
I) Now the requirement for amplitude modulation is:
I AM signal = A (i + m) sin Wot; Let m = B cos Wmt
' A
' Then the AM signal = A (i + B_cos Wmt) sin w tA o
= A sin Wot + B cos wmt sin Wot
B [,in(Wo-w.)t+,in(Wo+w.)tj
= A sin Wot +
B w' B
= A sin Wot + _ sin % + _ sin w%
if w' = wo - wm
W sW 0 +W M
'A
I_ I_ 2 : This .is the AM signal.
I I
w' w_ w
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Apoendix B (Cont'd)
i 2) PM signal - A sin (Wot + _)
1 if ¢ = _ sin Wmt
then
i P_sig_l-tsin(Wot+psi_t)
I = A (sin Wot cos (# sin Wmt) + cos wot sin (_ sin Wmt) )
i A-sume that _ and hence _ sin Wmt is small, then
I PM signal = A sin Wot.l + A cos Wot _ sin Wmt
= A sin Wot + A_cos Wot sin Wmt
I = A sin Wot + A__2 (sin (Wo + Wm)t- sin (wo - win)t)
I B _ B w'if _ = then PM signal = A sin Wot sin wt - sin t2 2
I _Note that the sidebands are 90° out of phase with the AM sidebands sincek
¢ -_5sinWmt)
I or A
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i
Appendix B _Con%'d)
I 3) SSB signal - A sin Wot + B sin w t
I _ - Asln_,ot +B-sinw_ + B_sinw,t + B_sin,_ . B_sin.,ti 2I [B _ sidebands PM sidebands
% w
I This is the signal fed into the T_T.
!
" or _A A
I
4) The PM sidebands are unaffected _xcept for amplification
or
Before amplification After amplification
w' w,, [_2 2
l ' I -
W %;0
-% -GB
f 2
I The AM sidebands are: A) amplified
I B) compressed
C) converted to PH
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Append_B (Cont d)
Now define C - I - _ Vo/Vo
vi/vi
_,hen Vo - (I - c)_Vi.O, where G Vo
Vi
5) Now if the input signal to the TWT is
B
• A (i  _coswmt)sinWot
this is the AM signal, and consider only gain and compression in the TWT,
then the
outputi A (Q* (i- c)O _ coswmt)sinWotA
- GA I + (i - c) _cOSWmt sin Wot
Now consider only AM/PM conversion again with input signal = A (I + m) sin Wot
then the output signal = GA (I + m) sin (Wot + f (m))
Ase_e f (m) = Kp m, then the output = GA (I + m) sin (Wot + Kpm)
B
substitute m - _ cos Wmt
B
output " 6A (1 + _ cos Wmt) sin (Wot + Kp_ cos wmt)
OnlTAM to PMwae considered.
1967009710-322
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Append_ B (Cont'd)
6) Hence, if both the compressionwith gain and AM,/PMconversionexist,then
Output- OA (1+ (I- c) cosWmt)sin(Wot+ Xp_ cos wmt)
Mow define Kp in terms of °/db:
_ radians • K p.m
Kp - _e radians
Modulationindex
Kp - _ _ dei_eeP
180 m voltageratio
but 20 log (I + m) - M (db)
becauseloge (I + m) = m - 1/2 m2 etc.
M = 20 loglo e log e (1 + m)
= 8.686 log e 'IL + m)
= 8.686m, if m << 1
Kp " ne n
18o m
. __ne ,,....8,686
180 M
- o.152___8
M db
t
t
J
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Appendix B (Cont'd)
7) Then the summaryof the amplitudesat w and w' are the following"
a) Before the TWT:
Amplitudeat w Amplitudeat w/
B B
Due to AMs _
B B
Q
2 2
Total B 0
b) After the TWT: (gain,compressionand AM/PM)
Amplitudeat w Amplitudeat ./
B
Due to AM, G(l - c) _ 6(1 - c)2
"2
Due to AM/PM, _ G(- K_)
2
Then the total amplitudes:
I Total amplitude at w[2 - IC![2
[Total amplitude at w' 12 "
\ 2
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Appendix B (Contld)
-(GB) 2 [(i-2 )2 + (K2-_)21 Equation l
8) During the test we take a reference amplitude at w with input voltage
. amplitudes of:
a: at freq. wo
b: at freq. w
& I
Also we retain 20 log _ 30 db.
We assume that at this reference test there ie no AN/PH conversion and no
compression.
Hence Id 12: the reference power at w measured with above inputs
Then we increase the drive to: A at wo
B at w
keeping _ -
A a
Therefore, we will get two outputs at w and w' by Equations 1 and 2.
Ic_I"Io,.AI
I.
ii
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AppendixB (Cont'd)
Now we adjust tb_ _t_enuator in front of the receiver so t_t the input is
kept constant.
IC3 Ireduced- G.A a ; a- representsthe reductionand B . b_A A A a
then
I 'C2 'reduced'_' _ c)2 + (_)2 "$2
c )2I then I C1Ireduced . Gb (1- E (_--E2)2"SI*Idl Gb
! Ic21reduc'd . Q_2L_})2 . (_)2 - s2=
and
I (Sl*)2 - (i- _ )2 + (2K_)2 Equation3
I (s2""2" ( _-2) • ( _ )2 _u._o.
I (1- c_)2 ( a_)22 " _ " (Sl_)2" (s_)2
I c- 1 - (sl.)2+ (s2.)2 !
I then solving _uatic_ _, for Kp _"
I 2 / voltage ratio
radiane
I then Kp(°/db)= Kp voltage ra_lo _0p152
' II
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APPENDIX C
A. AM to E_ Conversion Displa_ed b_ Means of Operational Amplif$ers and Function
_lultipliers
Because d__ = d__ / dA one of the methods to dlsplay--ls to different-)dA dt dA
iate the phase shift function and the m_olitude function with respect to time,
and then obtain their quotient. This can be done by means of a function multi-
)
plier _nd several operational amplifiers. The block diagram of the principle of
this method is _hown in Fig. 1.
II t I
I r S_TR'N _ "" I' -- I '
-, ' r--_'w-n, ,...... , I'-_. I'
-'-_-__F",l I->. _ '._'__._. ,
_._i/ ' ? '......
)
I
' ? l """" ¢I, ._ _ A A
FIG_._ Z
i
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Appendix C (Cont'd)
At the output point P, KA( d__ . dA d__ ) . d__
dt dt dA dA
Because the gain of the amplifier is very large,
ao
dt dt dA KA
Therefore d__ ,, d__/ dA
dA dt dt
B. AM to PM Conversion Determined by Means of Pre-calculated Graphs
The amplitude A of the input signal can be seen to be a sine wave with 0 db at
0° and -9.3 db at 180°. Therefore, the equation of the amplitude is
A (db) = 20 log (C cos wt + D)
so 0 (db) = 20 log (C + D)
-9.3 (db) = 20 log (-C + D)
From these two equations, we obtain
A (db) = 20 log (0.3285 cos wt + 0.6715)
w = 2_f, f = 15 cps.
Then from this equation, _---canbe calcul,_tedat any valae of A.
U%
Because _ = 6V where V is the DO output of the ratio meter
dC.6av
dt dt
Therefore d_ . d_ ( d,A . 6 (iV /dA )dA dt dt dt dt
w
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Append:ix C (Conrad) _ -
i|1 ii
Then, a set of pre-calculated graphs will be traced _ _--_ -
out in such a way that d_ is shown on thedA
vertical axes, A is shown in the horizontal axes, and
different values of dV give different curves,
dt A (_W
In order to determine the value of d__from the graphs, the following procedures
dA
I should be followed:
i I) By means of an operational amplifier, the DC output of the ratio meter is
differentiated.
I 2) This differentiated voltage is vertically displayed in the oscilloscope,
I and the horizontal sweep should be A.
3) If the value o2"d__is required at a certain value of A, the value of dV
dt
at this point in the oscilloscope should be read.
" 4) From this value of dV and the value of input amplitude A, the value of
d__can be obtained from the pre-calculated graphs,
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